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Women still in dark 
about their health 
By Jennifer Walter 
Staff Writer 
Dr. Sue Roser, professor of an-
thropology at the University of 
Flordia-Gainsville came to Winona 
State University to talk about 
women's health going into the 21st 
century. 
Roser discussed many issues con-
cerning women and their health the 
evening of Wednesday, May 6, in 
Stark Hall 103. 
Some important issues discussed 
were, biases against women's re-
search, the power that white males 
continue to have in the medical field 
and how women do not really know 
what effects them medically and 
what does not. 
Roser emphasized that through-
out history males dominantly were 
the ones being researched for such 
studies as cardiovascular diseases, 
AIDS and many other diseases. 
The answers and medical advice 
given to women were mostly based 
upon the research that was done on 
the men, which does not give women 
any indication of what is best for 
them medically. . 
Another problem that Rosermen-
tioned was the United States Con-
gress, which is predominantly made 
up of white upper class males. This 
is important because most of the 
medical decisions on what to do 
research on are decided by the Con-
gress; this is a problem when they 
are the only race and sex making 
such decisions. 
An example Roser used was in 
the study of cardiovascular research 
and how it affects white males at the 
See Roser, page 3 
Experiential learning 
Todd Martin/Photo Editor 
Students practice repelling down the face of a cliff for Dave 
Wright's Outdoor Pursuits class. This was a first-time 
experience for many of the participants, who are often 
pushed to their physical and emotional limits in the activities 
of the class. The class explores kayaking, rock climbing and 
camping during the quarter. 
Photo courtesy 01 PIO 
SMU tragedy 
back in court 
By Lauren Osborne 
News Editor 
In the case of the two Saint Mary's 
University graduates and the three then 
SMU seniors who died in a tragic au-
tomobile accident last spring, the 
maxim stands: It's not over 4 til it's 
over. After the recent release of the 
five victims' blood alcohol levels, the 
tragedy found its way back to the court-
room in the form of a lawsuit against 
the owner of the vehicle and three local 
bars. 
The dispute over the release of the 
toxicology findings resulted in the an-
nouncement that all five people were 
legally drunk, including Timothy 
Stapleton, who has been named the 
driver of the 1993 Nissan Pathfinder 
belonging to father and defendant John 
Stapleton that entered the Mississippi 
River near the intersection of Riverview 
Drive and Second Street in dowtown 
Winona early March 1, 1997. 
The owners of Hei'n Low, Jake's 
and Rascals are being held partially 
By Troy Heinritz 
Special to the Winonan 
Saturday is approaching quickly, 
so grab your lawn-chair and a Frisbee 
for the third annual Lourdesfest. The 
residents of Lourdes Hall are making 
final preparations, working diligently 
to make this year's event even better 
than last year's. 
Lourdesfest began as a simple block 
party for the residents of Winona State 
University's Lourdes Hall in 1996. It 
has grown in three years from a one-
band outdoor picnic to a community 
event with over five hours of music, a 
co-ed volleyball tournament and even 
a few new surprises for 1998. 
With the help of the University 
Programming and Activities Commit-
tee, the Lourdes Hall Council is pro-
viding three bands for the afternoon 
entertainment. 
Scheduled to appear first is local 
accountable for the wrongful death of 
Jason Collins and were each served 
summons on behalf of the parents and 
four siblings of Collins, one of the 
victims of the crash. John Stapleton 
was also named in the suit. 
Although the suit claims the five 
young adults visited each of the three 
bars between the evening hours of Feb-
ruary 28, 1997 and the early morning 
hours of March 1, 1997, Jake's owner 
Joe Jacobson, who has never before 
been involved in such a case said, "No-
body has proved (the five adults) were 
even here." 
What Jacobson found to be ironic 
was the fact that he was informed that 
the young adults were sighted in his 
parking lot, when in fact, Jake's doesn't 
have a parking lot; the closest one is 
that belonging to Merchant's National 
Bank. 
A statelaw reads that bars are liable 
for damages and injuries endured and 
reported by customers who are "obvi- 
see tragedy, page 2 
Green Rail favorites Human Diet. They 
bring a selection of alternative/pop fa-
vorites from the '80s and '90s and a 
few numbers of their own. 
"I used to sit in my room and watch 
90210 every Wednesday," resident 
Shannon Muller said, "but now we see 
Human Diet every Wednesday, so I 
have to tape the show." 
A '50s-' 80s folk group, The 
Bernadott's will take the stage second 
playing any requests from the audi-
ence, as well as a few of their own 
tunes. 
"They played here for Tuesday 
Night Topics class during the winter," 
Steve Gromish said. "They got the 
audience involved and everyone loved 
them." 
Headlining the evening will be The 
Robinson Brown Radio Show, an al-
ternative group from Milwaukee, Wisc. 
The group will take the stage at ap-
proximately 6 p.m. 
Photo Illustration by Eric Young and Todd Martin 
Three local bars, Rascals, Jakes (formerly Bangers) and Hei 'N' Low, were served summons on 
behalf of the Jason Collins family, who wants compensation for the daeth of their son in March, 
I 1997. 
66 	 
We try to close out 
a year of friendships 
with a big event for the 
residents. 
-Erica Davis 
Lourdes Hall secretary 
19 
To add to the ensemble of music, 
UPAC will be sponsoring different 
extreme events in the courtyard, such 
as bouncy boxing, air ball and gladia-
tor jousting. Also the Lourdes Hall 
Council is supplying a dunk tank where 
residents can dunk their RAs and Ex-
ecutive Board Members. 
See Lourdesfest, page 3 
Awareness 
month ends 
with audit 
By Kathy Garland 
Staff Writer 
The Sexual Assault Awareness 
Month has continued through May, 
ending with a sexual assault audit re-
port that was held in Stark Auditorium 
on May 6. 
Nikki French and Tammy Larson, 
co-directors of the Winona Women's 
Resource Center, explained the pro-
cedure of how the audit was conducted 
and after the brief report, the remain-
ing time was left for the audience to 
ask questions or make comments. 
The audit was a general survey of 
approximately 790 Winona State Uni-
versity students over a two-week pe-
riod. The survey consisted mainly of 
open-ended questions for the students 
inquiring about perceptions, attitudes 
and feelings dealing with sexual as-
sault on campus. "We felt that open-
ended questions were more accurate 
for the students' responses," Larson 
said. 
In response to audience inquiries 
regarding what the WSU community 
could do to help educate students about 
sexual assault, three things were ad-
vised. 
The first was to increase awareness 
of the students living environment as 
a university. 
"It's necessary to set an environ-
ment that says it's not okay to sexually 
assault," French said. 
The second recommendation was 
that perpetrators need to know the 
consequences of their actions. Arson 
suggested a possible list of what could 
happen to assaulters, but more impor-
tantly, make sure people know and 
understand that list. 
The third recommendation may, in 
the long run, be the most important, 
and that's to make sure the definition 
of sexual assault and the different types 
of assault are very clear to students. 
According to French, there is a 
need to educate both men and women. 
"I know it's controversial, but men 
need different information than women 
do," she said. 
Larson stated that 84 to 85 percent 
of the women on campus are already 
taking precautions. Men on the other 
hand, when presented with sexual as-
sault information, admitted to not 
See Audit, page 2 
Three bands to perform 
at Lourdesfest this year 
Wilkinson retires, raises money for 1999 powwow 
By Michelle Wolf 
News Editor 
A rain-out on Saturday, May 2, left the Winona 
State University Native American Heritage and 
Awareness club short for paying for next year's 
powwow. The annual powwows are self-support-
ing, so this year's 
To compensate for the money needed, Brice 
Wilkinson, communications studies professor, is 
throwing a retirement party/1999 powwow benefit. 
Wilkinson is retiring after 27 years of service to 
the university. Although he will not be teaching 
anymore, Wilkinson will continue announcing for 
sporting events, offering Tai Chi and coordinating 
the annual powwows. 
The retirement party idea happened during 
Wilkinson's breakfast visit at the Black Horse Bar 
and Restaurant. Local music talk show celebrity 
John Will Bernadot, who does a Thursday morning 
show for KAGE-AM at the Black Horse, sparked a 
plan to raise money for next year's powwow. 
Wilkinson asked Bernadot if he could perform at 
a retirement party, but Bernadot already had plans. 
However, Bernadot said he could maybe arrange for 
some other area bands to perform. 
Bill Kozlowski, owner of the Black Horse and 
Wilkinson's neighbor, said he would offer free use 
of the building for the party and also food and drink  
specials. 
Wilkinson is having 
some of his area friends per-
form for the party, includ-
ing Jim Grant, Pat 0' Brien 
and Jason Bush of the group 
Mango Jam. 
The retirement party is 
set for this Sunday from 2-
6 p.m. at the Black Horse. 
The cost of admission is 
$2.50 for students and $5 
for adults. 
Wilkinson and his wife 
Bahieh, an adjunct profes-
sor, will match money of 
the first 200 people up to 
$1000. 
"I think it's nice to have 
a retirement party and give 
something instead," 
Wilkinson said. 
Wilkinson said many professors donate a lot of 
extra time and money to the university that students 
do know about. For example, Wilkinson noted Soci-
ology and Social Work professor Ervin Bublitz who 
has donated art work around campus. 
Wilkinson said he donates about 500 extra hours 
per year without pay. 
His contributions to the 
1999 powwow will benefit 
the students and the com-
munity. 
"It's an opportunity to 
give something back," 
Wilkinson said. 
Wilkinson thinks of him-
self as a hermit crab at times 
and would feel strange hav-
ing a party solely for him. 
"If the powwow wasn't 
financially in trouble, I 
wouldh't be having a retire-
ment party," Wilkinson said. 
Wilkinson has taught for 
the past 36 years. He said he 
*ouldiniss teaching but will 
still' tie active at the univer-
sity. Wilkinson said he's 
never regretting teaching for 
one second and he's had a great pleasure working 
with so many students. 
While teaching at WSU, Wilkinson started the 
campus radio station KQAL-PM, the mass commu- 
See Wilkinson, page 2 
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ATTENTION 
ALL STUDENTS 
Copies of the sexual assault — sexual 
harassment audit are available at the 
following offices for check out 
• Student Union 
• Health Services 
• Counseling Center 
• Library (Reserve) 
• Lourdes Hall 
• Sheehan Hall 
• Prentiss-Lucas Hall 
1). 
	• The Quad 
If you have any questions, please contact Pat Ferden 
in the Counseling Center, or call her at 457-5330 
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Speakers announced for commencement News Briefs 
Technology Exchange Series 
Winona State University is hosting a Technology Exchange 
Series in May, bringing guest scholars from other universities to 
explore and share innovative uses of technology in higher educa-
tion. 
This Friday Dr. David C. Leonard, associate professor of 
engineering at Mercer University—Atlanta, will be presenting a 
workshop entitled "Creating an Academic Program on the Web." 
The workshop will be from 1-4 p.m. in the Recital Hall of the 
Performing Arts Center. 
Friday, May 22, will be the final activity of the Technology 
Exchange Series. Dr. David G. Brown, Provost and professor of 
economics, will be here from Wake Forest University. Dr. Brown's 
talk on "Plan for the Class of 2000" will be from 1-4 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall. 
WSU English/Math Placement Test Schedule 
Monday, June 1 	8:30-10:30 a.m. Howell 135 
Friday, August 21 	8:30-10:30 a.m. Howell 153 
All new students must take the English and mathematics 
placement exams. Exempt are students who have transferred in 
credit for college-level English and/or mathematics courses. 
Admitted students may take the exam at any scheduled time 
prior to registration for their initial English composition and math-
ematics courses. 
Students must register to take the tests by visiting the Advising 
and Retention Office , Phelps 129, or by calling 457-5600. Stu-
dents must bring a photo ID to the testing site. 
For more information, call the Advising and Retention Office at 
457-5600. 
Youth Mentor Program 
The Y-Friends youth mentor program has volunteer opportuni-
ties for caring adults to be matched with area Winona youth for 
one-on-one friendships. Being a mentor is fun, easy and some-
thing anyone can do. All of you guys out there are especially 
en -;ouraged to apply. Give just two hours a week to something that 
will enrich your life and to somebody who simply needs a special 
friend—a friend like you. Please do not hesitate to call John 
Drussell with any questions at 454-4345 ext. 16. It's a wonderful 
feeling to have someone know you care. 
Quad Block Party 
Thursday an all campus block party sponsored by UPAC will be 
held in the Quad Coutryard. The festivities at this event will include 
music from local bands, games, prize drawings and a BBQ. 
Anyone is welcome to stop by between the hours of 4:30-9 p.m. 
We hope this doesn't cause any inconveniences. If you have any 
questions please contact Nancy Piechowski at 453-1875. 
Reggae Sunsplash and Blues Bash 
On Saturday (2-11 p.m.) at the Trempealeau Hotel a Reggae 
Sunsplash concert will be held rain or shine. Bring a blanket or 
lawn chair, and enjoy Stars under the Stars. Different bands such 
as Peter Nelson & Shangoya, Baaro and Natty Nation will perform. 
Tickets are $10. Call (608) 534-6898 for more information. 
There will be a Blues Bash '98 at the Trempealeau Hotel on 
Saturday, May 30 (2-11 p.m.). Bring your blanket or lawn chair, 
and enjoy blues along the banks of the Mississippi River. Howard 
"Guitar" Luedtke, The Casper Blues Band, Scarlet Runner and 
Chicago Rhythm & Blues Kings are just some of the bands that 
will be there. Tickets are $10. Call (608) 534-6898 for more 
information. 
American Marketing Association 
The AMA at Winona State University attended the AMA Inter-
national Collegiate Conference in Dallas, Texas at the end of April. 
They won two awards for excellence, including Outstanding 
Chapter Revitalization and Outstanding Collegiate Chapter Exhibit. 
Members from Winona State amending the conference included: 
Kate Kerley, Jessica Manley, Jeff Cichosz, Holly Hunt, Matt 
Weide, Eric Jungmann, Lisa Verne and Kelly Schwanke. 
AMA sends many thanks to the following for their support 
throughout the conference: WinCraft, Inc., WSU Student Senate, 
George Grauke, John Mathiasen, Advisors Jim and Judy Bovinet, 
Happy Times RV and fellow AMA members. 
Winona State Seniors in "Phenomenal Women" 
Come by plane, grab a train, hop a bus, but come with us so 
you don't miss out on this free journey of sight and sound, spon-
sored by the Winona State University Theatre and Dance Depart-
ments, This journey takes you on an expedition through the lives 
of phenomenal women, starring Eloise Scavella and Amy Stenzel, 
acid staged by Vivian Fusillo. 
During the journey, Scavella, a native of the Bahamas, portrays 
a rich mix of women from Medea, calling upon witchcraft, to an 
African dancing seductress and everyting in between. Stenzel 
weaves us through this tapestry of women with her velvet voice, 
carrying the many moods of the evening on a thread of song. 
Together, these three women (Fusillo, Scavella and Stenzel) 
create a night to remember that will leave the audience with 
memories of many women that touch their lives during the perfor-
mance. This show only lasts for two nights, and since it is a free 
production, the seats will be first come, first serve. Mark your 
calendars now. 
The journey of "Phenomenal Women" will begin at 7:30 p.m. 
May 21 and 22 in the Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre in the Perform-
ing Arts Center. Remember, both Scavella and Stenzel are 
graduating, and in their partnership with Fusillo, they give you one 
last chance to see the work of three phenomenal women. 
Correction for 1998-1999 Parking Permit Applications 
A designated number of guaranteed "A" lot permits will be sold 
on a first come - first serve basis, May 18-May 22. For more 
information, stop by parking services in Sheehan Hall or call 457-
5062. 
Summer Tai Chi Classes 
Bahieh Wilkinson, adjunct professor, will be offering a class on 
Tai Chi from June 1-August 3 (6:30-8:30 p.m.) in the East Cafete-
ria of Kryzsko Commons. The cost of the course is $50. To 
register or for more information, call the Winona State University 
Continuing Education Office at 457-5080. 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
The WSU Music Department is presenting the Symphonic Wind 
Ensemble on Sunday (3 p.m.) in the Performing Arts Center 
Auditorium. Cost is $1 for seniors and students and $3 for adults. 
Courtesy of PIO 
Alan Page a Minnesota Supreme 
Court Justice, and Harry Sieben, Jr., 
will be the featured speakers at 1998 
WSU Commencement ceremonies Sat-
urday, May 30, in McCown Gymna-
sium. 
About 1,100 WSU students will 
graduate at two Commencement cer-
emonies. At 9:30 a.m., the graduates of 
the College of Business and College of 
Liberal Arts will listen to comments 
from Page, and cross the Commence-
ment stage. 
A 2 p.m. Commencement ceremony 
includes the graduates of the College 
of Education, College of Nursing and 
Health Sciences, and College of Sci-
ence and Engineering, and those gradu-
ates will hear comments from Sieben. 
Alan Page is perhaps known as well 
for his purple number 88 Minnesota 
Vikings jersey as for his black Minne-
sota Supreme Court judicial robe. 
He graduated with a bachelor's de- 
By Cliff Weidell 
Staff Writer 
Delegates in Winnipeg, Canada, 
scrapped bitterly over United Nations 
resolutions, which, when applied to a 
real-life situation, have the power to 
the world. 
Dr. Yogesh Grover of the Winona 
State University political science de-
partment accompanied 13 members 
of WSU's UN Club to Winnipeg, 
which is in the province of Manitoba, 
Canada. 
Lawrence Lyman, who represented 
Bangladesh, won an award for the 
best policy statement. 
"I hope I don't look too stupid 
when I speak," Lyman said a couple 
of minutes before he delivered his 
speech. 
While the delegates from other 
countries Were giving their policy 
statements, Lyman said he was con-
tinuously receiving notes of praise 
from people he never met. 
For the next couple of days the 
Tragedy 
ously intoxicated" and are not refused 
service. According to Jacobson, the 
line between "obviously" intoxicated 
and "legally" intoxicated in quite 
blurry. Jacobson is required to train 
his bartenders to identify signs of "ob-
vious" intoxication, but even so, he 
claims that the distinctions are hard to 
make. 
"The worst part is that someone 
could come in here drunk, be refused 
service, fall down outside, and I could 
get sued ... even though (the customer) 
did not have a drink in my bar," said 
Jacobson. What bothers me is that all 
three bars are being sued for the same 
thing. I don't understand that."  
gree in political science from the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame where he was an 
All-American football player. A mem-
ber of "The Purple People Eaters" Min-
nesota Vikings defense from 1967-78, 
Page was inducted into the National 
Football League Hall of Fame. 
A full-time law student while play-
ing pro football, Page earned his juris 
doctor degree from the University of 
Minnesota Law School in 1978, and 
began practicing law. 
He began his service to the State of 
Minnesota in 1985 in the employment 
law division of the Attorney General's 
office. He became an Assistant Attor-
ney General in 1987, and in 1993 was 
named an Associate Justice on the 
Minnesota Supreme Court. 
At the afternoon commencement 
ceremony, Harry A. Sieben, an alum-
nus of WSU and former state represen-
tative, will speak. 
Always interested in law, politics 
and service to society, Sieben gradu-
ated from Winona State in 1965 with a 
group was forced to debate resolu-
tions for four hours on end. 
The WSU students were separated 
by both countries and committees and 
represented Bangladesh, Chile and 
Portugal. 
The students served on several 
committees dealing with topics such 
as the environment, politics and secu-
rity, social humanitarianism, the 
economy and finance. 
Robert Fowler, the Canadian Am-
bassador to the UN, gave a rather 
anti-American speech. 
"It was a rather disturbing speech. 
I did not appreciate his lack of respect 
for America," Orion Deters, who rep-
resented Portugal on the Security 
Council, said in regard to Fowler's 
speech. 
The group left for Canada April 29 
and returned to WSU May 3. 
For more information about the 
Model UN conference held annually 
and how to become involved, there is 
a presentation on May 21 (7 p.m.) in 
purple rooms 105 and 106. 
continued from page 1 
The suit reports each defendant is 
being sued for "an amount in excess of 
$50,000." Under the Minnesota dram 
shop law, all three bars are covered by 
liability insurance, making it easier to 
be sued for large amounts of money. 
Jacobson is letting his insurance corn-
panics handle the case at this time and 
won't hire a lawyer until he is in-
formed he needs one. 
At press time, Collins attorney Rob-
ert Boedigheimer could not be reached, 
while Craig and Barbara Timm and 
Evan Rodeberg, respective owners of 
Rascals and Hei'n Low, declined corn-
ment.  
degree in business administration and 
economics. 
After earning his juris doctor de-
gree from the University of Minnesota 
Law School in 1968, he opened a law 
firm. Today, he is president of 
Sieben,Grose, Von Holtum, McCoy 
and Carey, Ltd., Attorneys at Law. 
Sieben served in the Minnesota 
House of Representatives from 1971-
85, was Majority Floor Leader from 
1979-80 and Speaker of the House 
from 1981-85. 
A proud alumnus of WSU, Sieben 
continues his campus involvement in 
a number of ways, and served as Com-
mencement Speaker once before, in 
1983. 
Student Speakers Selected 
David Kiese a sociology major 
from Houston, Minn., and Susan 
Rader, a psychology and pre-medi-
cine major from Winona were also 
selected to speak at commencement. 
The student speakers were chosen by a 
panel of their peers and the WSU Stu- 
Wilkinson 
ciasses. 
From hereon, Wilkinson's future is 
to be arranged. 
Wilkinson will be pleased to have a 
lot of people come to his party/benefit. 
"I'd like to see a lot of old friends 
and students there," Wilkinson said. 
The party/benifit will go one rain or 
ihine. Weather permitting, some of 
Audit 
ioiowing what happens, who to talk to 
or even what to say. 
French and Larson both com-
mented on the probability that less 
than half of the sexual assault inci-
dents at Winona State are actually  
dent Senate. 
David Kiese is graduating with a 
sociology major with a focus in chemi-
cal dependency. 
A student senator since 1996, he 
has served as Vice Chair of the Student 
Services Committee. He is a Regis-
tered Alcohol Drug Counselor. As a 
non-traditional student, Kiese feels his 
life experiences have taught him many 
lessons that he shares with classmates. 
A lifelong resident of Winona, Su-
san Rader graduates with a degree in 
psychology and pre-medicine. A mem-
ber of PSICHI, the National Honor 
Society for Psychology, she has been 
on the WSU tennis team for the last 
three years and is a tennis coach at 
Winona Senior High School. 
Rader had a research internship last 
summer at Gundersen Lutheran Medi-
cal Center in La Crosse, Wis., where 
she presented research to more than 
100 physicians, residents and staff. 
While there, she decided she wanted to 
concentrate on surgery as a career goal. 
Continued from page 1 
the performances may be outside. 
Wilkinson holds the following de-
grees and education: a B.A. in public 
address, an M.A. in public address 
with a law minor, two years of law 
school, a Ph.D. in communication 
theory and three years post-doctorate 
study with sabbatical. 
Continued from pagel 
reported to the police or even campus 
security. 
"Confidentiality is a big issue for 
people when considering to report an 
assault," French said. 
UN members travel 
north for conference 
Winona State's Lyman receives award 
For a good time, call 
457-5520. Oh yeah, 
Sports Reporters Needed! 
coated in the lower hyphen. 
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vutflecaesars FREE DELIVERY! (*male caesam FREE DELIVERY! 
EE CRAZY BRE 
BUY ONE ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD AT THE REGULAR MENU PRICE, GET THE IDENTICAL 
ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD 	FuEav 
CRAZY SAUCE 990 EXTRA! (one order) I. 
,4s)Little Caesars* 	NO LIMIT! 
EXPIRES 5-22-98 L 
.. 
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Limited Delivery Area After 4:00 PM. To Ensure Safe Driving. Our Drivers Carry Less Than $20.00. 
SAFE DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED - PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON AT STORE. 
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Top 100 Student Senate accomplishments of '97-'98 school year 
It is time once again for the Top 100 Things the Student Senate has done this 
year (in no particular order). I dedicate this list to those who say that the Student 
Senate never does anything. 
1. Conducted Sensitivity training for senators and students 
2. Sold Breast Cancer Awareness pins 
3. Distributed Student Discount Cards 
4. Researched and decided against credit card usage to pay for tuition 
5. Supported and helped pass the Winona Middle School referendum 
6. Set a tuition formula to be used for future years 
7. Put on one of the best Mr. WSU pageants ever 
8. Conducted a survey on technology and laptops 
9. Put together the Student Directory 
10. Informed students about Semester Conversion via forums, mailings, etc. 
11. Approved the Major Declaration Day policy 
12. Conducted two successful blood drives 
13. Three quarters of All-Nite Smaug 
14. Fought against Early Honors Registration 
15. Held Forums on Laptops 
16. Created a Candidate Board displaying candidates for Governor of 
Minnesota 
17. Planned and conducted, in conjunction with MSUSA, WSU Lobby Day 
at the State Capitol 
18. Sold International Holiday Cards 
19. Conducted Cultural Higher Education Awareness Day 
20. Passed a resolution to better communicate with the WSU Rochester 
campus 
21. Kept up the Driver/Rider Board 	• 
22. Organized information regarding new courses and converted programs 
23. Maintained an updated Syllabi Bank 
24. Co-Hosted a visit by Minnesota State Attorney General Hubert "Skip" 
Humphrey 
25. E-mailed state and federal legislators advocating for WSU Students 
26. Conducted the "Game of Life" with a class of WSU students 
27. Organized a program that allowed International students to stay with 
Winona families over the Holiday Break 
28. Held two dances in the Smaug and one at Lourdes 
29. Looked into where Bookstore money was going to 
30. Recommended the student commencement speakers 
31. Provided Peer Advising at all Pre-Registration periods 
32. Took a stance and fought for an IBM platform for any Laptop program 
33. Supported the separation of the Athletic Fee 
34. Supported an optional laptop program as opposed to a mandatory one 
35. Supported the use of the color Purple to reflect the official WSU colors 
36. Represented WSU students during all Minnesota State University Student 
Association events, conferences and the Board of Directors meetings 
37. Planned and conducted, in conjunction with MSUSA, a Federal Lobby 
trip to Washington D.C. 
38. Put on another successful Peacefest 
39. Had a Bowl-A-Thon fund-raiser 
40. Walked through campus to evaluate lighting 
41. Worked with the Student Union Board to look at changes in the Union 
42. Represented WSU at the Winona Student Community Relations Meetings 
43. Maintained a Job Board 
44. Recommended a list of professional speakers for commencement 
45. Organized the election and presentation of Professor of the Year 
46. Working to have a permanent display case for Professor of the year 
winners 
47. Helped with several international dinners 
48. Helped with a booth for Breast, Skin and Testicular Cancer Awareness 
49. Posted all area school closing in our office window 
50. Working to have a shuttle stop downtown once a night seven nights a week 
51. Approved several new club constitutions 
52. Worked on the Four Year Guarantee 
53. Represented WSU at the MnSCU Board of Trustees 
54. Approved all club special requests 
55. Monitored the possible faculty strike situation 
56. Represented students at a Town Hall meeting on race 
57. Represented students at a round table on higher education put on by Sen. 
Paul Wellstone 
58. Working on a way for students to buy and sell books over the internet 
59. Represented students on all WSU All University Committees 
60. Participated in several position search committees 
61. Made a public service announcement informing students about academic 
issues 
62. Had a weekly radio show about student issues 
63. Took a stance that requires departments to offer two different professors 
to teach a required course 
64. Funded buses to help tornado victims at Gustavus Adolphus 
65. Set up a Treasurers workshop to better inform clubs on monetary issues 
66. Working to extend the pre-registration advising period 
67. Supported banded tuition 
68. Had new club mail boxes made 
69. Took a stance to have two commencement speakers at each ceremony 
70. Looked at changes to the WSUSA Constitution 
71. Working to change the WSU judicial board 
72. Established an urban affairs committee 
73. Participated in a consultation regarding the WSU Health Services 
74. Approved a loan to UPAC to have the Violent Femmes concert 
75. Approved a new conduct policy for senators 
76. Looking into a digital ID card 
77. Provided Book Loans to students 
78. Worked to change requirements for the Education Department 
79. Approved the Student Union budget 
80. Approved the Health Services Fee 
81. Took a stance to extend the drop/add deadline 
82. Working to achieve web registration 
83. Approved the calendar for 1999-2000 
84. Approved a vote of confidence in MSUSA 
85. Raised funds for families who were victims of a fire 
86. Had less resignations than past years 
87. Worked with the Winonan to try to get more information to students 
88. Worked on the University Master Plan 
89. Brought Rep. Gil Gutknecht to campus 
90. Created a club directory 
91. Bought a new fax machine 
92. Had a program installed in the office that will help Senate better inform 
clubs on their accounts 
93. Raised awareness about environmental issues through the Environmen-
tal Task Force 
94. Looking into making Peacefest a more cultural event for next year 
95. Increased the Budget for ASO to provide supplies for clubs 
96. Participated in the groundbreaking for the new library 
97. Looked into the idea of an inflatable dome over Maxwell Field 
98. Looked into the Winona city lighting situation 
99. Represented students on the Winona Alcohol Task Force 
100. Recommended that departments inform students of all curriculum 
changes 
Ryan Kulikowski 
Student Senate President 
Lourdesfest would not be complete 
without the annual co-ed, six-person, 
volleyball tournament. The tournament 
will kick off the day beginning at 10 
a.m. at the Lourdes Hall volleyball 
court. 
KQAL will be on site covering the 
event periodically throughout the day. 
You can here all the Lourdesfest up-
dates as well as music from the bands 
at 89.5 FM on your radio dial. Call 
457-5226 to request the music. 
A different variety of foods from 
hamburgers and brats to beans and 
watermelon will be available through-
out the day. Meal times will be from 
12-1 and again from 5-6. The cost per 
meal to the general public will be around 
$5. 
Funding an event of this magnitude 
is not a simple task especially with a 
budget over $5,000. The majority of 
the funds were donated by the Lourdes 
Hall Council and UPAC. 
"Between the two organizations we 
only came up with $4,500," Lourdes 
Hall Secretary Michelle Huntenberg 
said. "The Residential College donated 
$250 to the cause. We have had two 
fundraisers, a stud auction in March 
that raised $250 and a Luau dance that 
raised $100." 
"It has always been a big success," 
Lourdes Hall Director Darrin Dahl said, 
"It is primarily for the residents here, 
but we open our doors to on-campus 
residents as well as the community. 
We try to make it a real "block-party" 
Continued from page 1 
with great entertainment." 
"We try to close out a year of friend-
ships with a big event for the resi-
dents," Erica Davis, Lourdes Hall Sec-
retary, said. 
When asked what they think of 
Lourdesfest some of the residents had 
mixed feelings. 
"The events are great but there are 
a period of dead times when there is 
nothing going on," Jamie Lijewski said. 
"They need to fill those gaps to hold 
everyone's interest all day long." 
"I'm only a first-year student," 
Deirdre Larsen said, "but from what 
I've heard and see all the work being 
put into it, I think it has tremendous 
potential. I am really excited!" 
Roser 
age of 43. When only the males in that 
age group are the ones making the 
decision on whether to further research 
on the issue, it is obvious that they will 
unanimously think it important to con-
tinue. 
However, let's say that a study for 
women comes up, the Congress may 
not find it as important to go on with 
research. 
It was reported that women were 
included in less than 20 percent of 
studies done concerning medical is-
sues. Women are half the population, 
so why aren't they included in more 
testing? 
Roser mentioned that in order to 
have healthy men you have to have 
healthy women because after all they 
produce them. Therefore, women 
should be included in more studies 
because the health of women should be 
Continued fom page 1 
as crucial as that of men. 
"Focusing on woman's health is a 
matter of life or death for women," 
Roser said, and that is why she is 
involved in women's studies. 
Roser did mention a solution, and 
that is to include all races and both 
sexes in the medical and political field 
to create less bias when studying medi-
cal diseases. 
Lourdesfest 
MNSA-- MN Nursing Student Association 
First Aid Kits 
1 = $6, 2 = $10 
Call the MNSA office at 457-2422 if you have any questions 
To mg closest friends: 
I would like to thank everyone for a 
memorable four years. 
I think back and laugh at the many times: 
* Girl talks 	* Bloody B discoveries 
* Blow up doll 	* Karate lessons 
* Cat ER 	 * Fat fingers 
* Communications 24/7 
Thanks to everyone (especially Jodi and Ariel) for all the 
support, friendship, and love... 	 -Christine Toy 
Wishing W50 good luck on 
finals, and to have a relaxing 
and safe summer! 
See you in the fall! 
Answer to it Week's Question: 
HIV cannot be transmitted through saliva, 
because the concentration is very minimal. 
Questions or Concerns? Call Christa or Cindy at the 
WSU STD/HIV Prevention Project at 
457-2456, or stop by the office located by the 
Smaug in Kryzsko Commons. 
Office hours: M/W/F: 11:30-3pm T/Th: 12-2pm 
• 	• 
Thirsty in the rain 
Even with a wealth of knowledge and an 
arsenal of facts, truth is still unattainable 
IllittiK you. 
4( 
 flOitcTIOG You RoP► 
C•firaeliatt iS MY MIN 
PRmitcry, tote Tie. 
GooD row! 
Letters to the Editor 
ocial Gathering for 
Writing Group 
Anyone interested in communication 
through publication is welcome! 
Bring ideas for a club name and 
ideas for next year's activities. 
Winonan 
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N o fear. It is scrawled across T-shirts, caps and posters. It is preached to today's youth as they enter schools; it is yelled at 
athletes as they take the field; and it is blasted at 
young adults as they enter the work force. 
America. Land of the free, home of the brave. 
And yet, upon observation, that message that seems to be blared at us at the most 
trying of times just doesn't seem to register. 
In his first Inaugural Address in 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt proclaimed, "The 
only thing we have to fear is fear itself." Although I understand his intentions, the 
characteristics and mannerisms inherent in the human being illustrate that we 
indeed fear more than the mere concept itself. 
It's a paradox: we are just as horrified of being alone as we are of commitment. 
We are afraid of being inferior and also of having too much power. We are terrified 
of things we can't see and of things over which we have no control, as well as of 
things that have become permanent fixtures in our daily lives. We fear death and, 
at times, fear continuing on with our own lives. We are scared of other people but 
appear to also be, most often, scared by ourselves. 
Although people generally enjoy being independent and having some time to 
themselves on occasion, we seem, because of our "need" for human contact and 
interaction, to be deathly afraid of being left alone for extended periods of time and 
are sometimes more than willing to endure both emotional and physical pain and 
mistreatment to avoid it. This is evidenced by the fact that battered women often 
remain with abusive spouses for fear of being left to their own devices, even 
though staying is far more torturous and harmful than.leaving would seem to be. 
On the other hand, many people become anxious and uneasy upon mention of 
the word commitment, whether it be in reference to a job, a simple task or a person. 
True responsibility and the idea that one must devote the majority of his/her 
energies and efforts on one thing is a frightening thought. Monotony is undesir-
able, as is change for some, but we don't like to be locked into anything by means 
of a verbal or written contract; self-control and the ability to make one's own 
decisions when and where they are needed has always been a big issue for many. 
This is also why people often devote significant parts of their lives to worrying 
about contracting rare diseases or about being struck by a devastating natural 
disaster , wasting precious time in the process. 
When this control is taken away, we are often left to feel helpless and inferior, 
which also frightens us. We pride ourselves on the thought that we are superior to 
ali other forms of intelligence and are often taken aback after discovering that 
certain forms of artificial intelligence, namely computers and high-tech machin-
ery and equipment, have surpassed humans in some respects. Although created by 
a human mind, we still tend to feel defeated after losing a game of chess to the 
inanimate "mind" of a computer. 
Above all else, human beings fear the truth. It is the one thing we demand from 
others, yet, when it starts to uncover itself, we plug our ears and shut our eyes in 
a panicked attempt to evade it. It is one of the few things that has the power to both 
build and destroy a relationship; it is strong enough to evoke tears of both 
happiness and pain, and, at the same time, we cherish those who are able to give 
it to us and hate those who actually do. It is both sacred and filthy — possibly the 
most dangerous tool in our existence. 
What is it about Truth that frightens us so? For centuries, we as human beings 
have spent countless hours in classrooms, courtrooms and churches in an attempt 
to find the truth about American government, murder cases and the existence of 
a being higher than ourselves. People pursue these truths with the hopes of 
attaining knowledge or simple peace of mind, but it is plausible that their search 
will forever be incomplete; for Truth—with a capital T— can be sought but never 
completely known. 
The fact that both the word and the concept of Truth are not easily defined, in 
addition to the fact that Truth is intangible, may lead some people to believe that 
Truth does not exist. Contrarily, Truth is, and always will be, eternally present. It 
LI like peace or love in that, even though people cannot identify it by using any of 
the five senses, they know it exists and strive to obtain it. Truth, in regard to fact 
and reality, can indeed be reached; knowledge claims are either true or false. But 
Truth, in regard to what is universally and ultimately right and true, is just simply 
unattainable, even by the efforts of those extreme optimists; it is just too abstract, 
too powerful and too enigmatic. 
, A disadvantage of knowing the complete Truth and another reason why it 
remains unattainable to man is because some danger is involved with knowing too 
much. Just as the power of love can have control over people, the power of Truth 
can control people's actions, thoughts and feelings. The question has often been 
raised about whether or not it is better to remain ignorant about an issue if the truth 
of the matter were detrimental to one's health, well-being or peace of mind. 
Having the powers of fictional superhero, such as Superman, who, by knowing 
everything, was able to literally save the world in many instances, could do more 
harm than good. If the entire Truth about something or someone could be revealed 
t6 one individual, that person would be capable of knowing and doing things above 
and beyond what an ignorant individual would be able to do. 
For example, if someone knew the world was going to end tomorrow, naturally 
lie/she would panic to the point where he/she would inevitably "miss out" on the 
amaining hours of life. The innocence of not knowing this specific information 
"jii,;fould allow ignorant people to spend their final hours in peace, rather than in 
hysteria. 
Instead of burdening oneself with the worries of the world, it would be logical, 
wise, healthy, safe and most beneficial for one to concentrate his/her efforts on 
what requires immediate attention, is of utmost care and concern and directly 
affects him/her on a personal and individual level. Because I firmly believe that 
happiness is life's chief good — not hedonistic pleasure but true happiness — not 
knowing, in most cases, is best. 
For centuries to come, we humans will continue to seek the truth within 
institutions, others and ourselves; but because it is such a complex, powerful and 
,potentially dangerous concept, our figurative and insatiable thirst for Truth will 
never be quenched. 
Lauren Osborne 
News Editor 
Dr. Wilkinson says goodbye through 
benefit party for annual powwow 
Dear Editor, 
After 27 years of teaching at Winona State University and a 36-year teaching 
career, I would like to invite all my friends in Winona— former students, present 
students, and powwow buffs — to my retirement party. It will be combined with 
a benefit to help finance next year's fifth annual powwow. Bill Kozlowski has 
graciously offered the Black Horse Bar & Restaurant on Sunday from 2-6 p.m. 
for this retirement/benefit. 
Well-known local musicians Jim Grant and Pat O'Brien have agreed to supply 
music. The lead singer from the Mango Jam band, Jason Bush, who plays bass 
guitar will be there together with some other local talent. Bill Kozlowski will 
offer food and drink specials which are available at your cost. 
The cost of admission is $5 for adults and $2.50 for students and minors. All 
of your admission money will go to support next year's powwow and Bahieh and 
I will match the first $1,000. As you may know, we were only able to hold two 
powwow sessions this year because we were rained out the evening of May 2 
causing a $3,000 loss. 
For my retirement party, we want to give back to this community just as we have 
always tried to give of our service and will continue to do in future years. Those 
of you who have enjoyed my volunteer announcing for over a quarter of a century 
at Winona State University or more recently at Cotter High School basketball 
games are invited. All our Tai Chi students, another free service which will 
continue, are asked to attend. Any who have attended our past powwows or would 
like to attend future ones, are urged to attend. All of our friends, acquaintances, and 
students are invited to attend. See you Sunday at the Black Horse to say goodbye. 
With every ending there is a new beginning. This will be both and ending for me 
and a new beginning. 
Dr. Brice J. and Bahieh Wilkinson 
Communication studies 
What do you think about the full 
load in the fall being 16 credits 
when most classes offered are 
only three credits? 
Under the new semester system, students will still be required to take 16 credits to have a full load. 
Since most classes under the new sytem will 
only be worth three credits, students will have to take a significantly 
larger amount of classes than they do now to be considered full-time. 
They will either have to take five classes with one of them being 
worth four credits, or they will have to take six classes. 
Taking a full load is different than being a full-time student. Students 
must be taking a full load to be eligible for certain types of financial aid 
and the four-year graduation guarantee. 
This dt:L not seem right. Students will be required to take more 
classes to have a full load, and may be stretching themselves too thin. 
The problem is the departments have, for the most part, not altered 
the classes that need to be taken. Many departments will still require the 
exact same n ember of courses to be taken, only now the opportunities 
we have to take them have been reduced by one-third. 
The departments should have all adjusted their class offerings to 
consolidate some of their offerings. 
The theory behind asking students to take between five and six 
classes is that the classes only meet for 50 and 80 minutes and the 
semesters last longer so the teachers can stretch their curriculum out 
farther. 
This theory is good, but most of the teachers I have talked to plan on 
adding to their curriculum. They are used to the quarter schedule, and 
many will give the same reading assignments plus more. 
Students ciho have trouble keeping up now will have even more 
trouble keeping up when they have to take one or two more classes. 
It is better for students to take a smaller amount of classes because 
they can direct more of their attention and energy to each individual 
class. When they have to take too many, they stretch themselves too 
thin, cannot expend as much energy to each individual subject and will 
eventually fall behind. 
Time also must be left for extra-curricular activities and recreation. 
Those are both an integral part of the college experience, and they are just 
as important to students as homework. 
The new semester system will have many benefits, but it will also 
have many drawbacks. The biggest of which will be stretching students 
too thin. 
Jeff Kocur 
Editor-At-Large 
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Hold on, we're almost done kg need a rytornevit .. . Tibetan Tea 
T he shock surged through his tongue and down the back of his throat, electrifying his 
taste buds and somehow clearing his 
mind. The now battery-less smoke 
detector was laying at his side, as he 
sprawled himself out on the couch. 
He continued to press the nine-
volt battery to his tongue, ea: It 
pioc-.:eding t•me :or a little Lit longer. 
He Lept pus:t... ,... 'aimself, set..:ng how 
long :12 could stand the tingle. The 
computer on the other side of the 
room flashed its naked lady screen 
saver over and over again, a delight-
ful reminder of the paper he was 
supposed to be writing. 
He kept trying to get started, but it 
was just such a nice day. It was hard 
for him to sit down and actually do 
anything without his mind drifting to 
thoughts of the ever approaching 
days of summer. 
And what a summer he had 
planned! In a few weeks he will pack 
everything up and move to his new 
apartment, located so conveniently 
right on Third Street. Soon he will be 
able to walk two blocks one way to 
reach his favorite bar, Bullseye, and 
two blocks the other way to reach 
Third Street Liquor. 
The place has central air too, an 
added bonus. But mostly he looked 
forward to the convenience of the 
liquor. All these thoughts of beer 
started making him thirsty, so he 
picked himself up off the couch and 
headed towards the refrigerator. 
He grabbed a forty of Ice 800, but 
decided he better put it back if he 
were to get anything done. The paper 
had to be 8-to-10 pages long and it 
was due on Wednesday. It was now 
Sunday, and he had yet to really start. 
He sat down in front of the 
computer, this time determined to get 
started. He typed an introduction, but  
was then distracted by the fascination 
of his own bellybutton lint. It had 
been some time since his last 
cleansing, and so he picked away at 
what had built up. 
That paper wasn't getting any 
more done, but it was so damn nice 
out. Homework is virtually impos- 
sible to do when it's 72 degrees out. 
A gentle breeze crept through the 
screen door, while the smell of a hot 
grill filled the room. He tried to guess 
at what the people across the street 
were making; barbecue chicken, 
burgers, perhaps a steak. 
He suddenly remembered again 
that end-of-the-quarter paper he had 
to get done. He was writing about his 
cousin Jimmy, who had a part-time 
job as a fire tower keeper. He sat in a 
tower with nothing but nature and his 
own thoughts to keep him occupied. 
Not to mention a 2-foot stack of 
porn and a box of two-ply Kleenexes. 
Now that was a job. Better then the 
part-time factory job of weighing out 
nuts and bolts that our hero had to 
look forward to. 
How meaningless was that? Day 
after day, sticking his hands in a box, 
pulling out a couple hundred screws 
and throwing them in another box. 
He began to realize how pathetic it 
really was, but it was money in his 
pocket. 
Other then the drinking thing, 
work was his only real plan for the 
summer. He would work, day in and 
day out, trying to make a few bucks 
and get ahead. After all, those 40s of 
Ice 800 didn't come free. 
Paper, paper paper! He tried to 
beat the thought into his head. He had 
to get an .A on the paper just to get a 
B in the class, something his parents 
would probably beat him for if he 
didn't do. 
The phone rang, and he looked at 
the caller identification box to see if 
he felt like answering. "Private call." 
How was he supposed to ignore 
phone calls when he couldn't even 
tell who the hell was calling. 
It was Ben. He should have let it 
ring. 
"Hey Andy, are you up for some 
fishing and a 12-pack?" 
"Not a chance, man. I got so much 
stuff to do. This paper I'm working 
on is my whole fricking life right  
now." 
"Oh come on. How long do you 
think it will take?" 
"Well, if I hurry I could be done 
by Tuesday." 
"You're no fun. I'm taking off." 
"Wait, you talked me into it. I'll 
go." 
"What about your paper?" 
"I'll do it tonight, providing we 
don't drink that much." 
"Yeah right. I'll pick you up in 10 
minutes. Catch ya later." 
"Bye." 
He hung up the phone and started 
looking for a disc to save what he had 
gotten done. 
"What's the use," he thought, "I'll 
never get it done anyway." And with 
that he grabbed a 40, and his pole and 
went out to sit on the porch and wait. 
He wouldn't catch any fish, but he 
would catch a buzz. And that beats 
homework any day. 
Summer vacation is approaching. 
Every day it gets nicer, marking off 
slowly the days left of class. Unfortu-
nately, as the sun beats warmer, the 
end of the quarter work piles increas-
ingly higher. 
We are almost there, though. Try 
to remember that as you make your 
decisions on "what to do today." 
Soon you can have all day to do 
whatever the hell you want. And for 
those of you who plan on working 
your ass off all summer, what's 
wrong with you?! 
Don't you realize that we don't 
have many free summers left? You 
will have the rest of your unfulfilled 
and disappointing life to work. Get 
out there, have a blast. 
And kudos to those of you who 
are graduating. You've earned it. 
Now get the hell out of here, run fast 
and don't look back. Your taking up 
too much room at the bars, so make 
room for a fresh batch of underage 
drinkers. 
Aridcongratulations to Andy 
Chadwick, the winner of my "Sum-
mer Plans" contest. He gave me a list 
of things to do and people to see that 
pretty much included everything in 
my story (including the belly button 
lint). And thanks to everyone who 
entered the contest. Have a great 
summer, and someone save me a 
chair. 
Lisa 
Hendrickson 
Columnist 
 
y ou know what the greatest thing about Winona is? It's all the uncontrolled intersec- 
tions this town has to offer. I am not 
lying, I have never lived in a town 
where I've had to practically stop at 
every intersection because I'm afraid 
of hitting someone. There are no stop 
signs in this town. I don't get it. 
Every time I come up to one of 
these accidents-in-the-waiting, I have 
a small adrenaline rush from the 
excitement of maybe crashing into 
someone. I drive a beast of a truck, 
and let me tell you now that if I hit 
you, my truck would probably still 
look the same and yours would not. 
So, I tend to drive down Broad-
way and Fifth Streets a lot. These 
streets mean business. I can fly 
through Winona at 35 mph, sightsee, 
and not have a panic attack. The four 
way stops are a serious joke. For 
example, the corners of Huff and 
Sarnia need to have a light put in 
right away. No one ever knows who's 
going next or who was stopped first. 
But, you have to love the a-hole that 
stops for a second and bolts through 
and doesn't care if it was his/her turn 
or not. 
I'm from Minnesota where we like 
things our way, and we don't change. 
This campus is plumb full of out-of-
state students, and every state has its 
own rules on how to drive. When I 
ride with someone to Minneapolis 
who's from the cities, it drives me 
absolutely insane when the driver 
stays in the left lane. I know now 
after riding with my friend Melissa 
on many trips up to the cities that 
she's used to driving in the "sane 
lane" because she has a lead foot. 
Down here in the southeastern part 
of the state, we don't like people who 
hang out in the left lane — that's a 
passing lane a-hole! The Illinois 
people have concurred with me that  
you could get in big trouble for left 
laning. 
Another great thing in Winona is 
the massive amount of Kwik Trips —
the store that sells practically 
everything. More often than not, the 
prices are lower than the bigger 
stores. And, you either love or hate 
their Cappuccinos. I go the Kwik 
Trip on West Broadway, and I'm 
going to miss it so much when I 
move downtown. Unfortunately, I'm 
going to have to favor the one on the 
dreaded corners of Huff and Sarnia. 
Parking. Don't get me started. I 
absolutely detest those who live four 
blocks away and drive to school. Oh, 
I can understand if you have a lot to 
haul or you're running late. But come 
on, I live a mile away and can't find a 
place to park because of these people 
who drive to class. The farthest I've 
had to go is three blocks. 
Last winter I didn't have to come 
to school until noon, and everyday I 
found a spot on campus to park. This 
quarter I park no where near the 
school because I have a 9:15 a.m. 
class. 
The city of Winona makes God-
knows-how-much money from 
students and their so called "parking 
violations." I've received three 
tickets this year. Yeah, I'm lazy. 
Well, I figure if there is a spot open 
half in the yellow and half in the 
white, it's a spot. No tickets yet 
parking that way, nonetheless no 
more parking in all yellow. 
Only in Winona would I be able to 
get away with the crap I do. 
Now back to Honorable Men-
tions of the year: 
Dave Shober, Tim Greenway and 
Sean Dietering who are the masters 
of the "Martini Bar after bars." 
Kara Wilkenson who has become 
to be one of my dearest friends this 
year. 
A huge thanks to all bouncers 
downtown for remembering me so I 
don't have to bring my ID anymore. 
Rob Guidarini for showing me 
how to smoke a decent cigar. 
Jennie, Jennie and Jennie for being 
Jennies. 
Brady Prenzlow for having the 
best skit at Mr.WSU. 
Tom, Brad, Joel and Jill for 
entertaining me in Viscom on days I .  
actually show up. 
Chad Fitzsimmons for being my , 
favorite announcer at KQAL. Don't 
worry, I'll be calling you next year 
to request Love Spit Love, "Am I 
wrong." 
Rachel McConnell who thinks that 
I'll never return her Violent Femmes, 
CDs. 
Chris Cooley, Fred, Jeff and all 
the boys who take a 2:15 p.m. smoke 
break with me in front of Minne. 
The role players who let me party 
with them, even though they didn't 
want to let me in their house. (I did 
see the Vampire bed though.) 
Nikki Kaiser for being my soul 
sister when we tended bar at the 
Black Horse. 
Rookie and Otter have been 
known to party all night at Bullseye 
and crash on the pool tables (you 
didn't hear this from me). 
Vikki Skrypez is undoubtedly 
going to be missed. She's graduating, 
and I am so thankful that I had the 
opportunity to be friends with her. 
Benny be kickin' the boo boo. , 
John Moen who found himself this 
year. Thank God! I knew you were 
cool deep down. 
Kathy, the third shift supervisor 
(yeah, the one with the long ass 
braid) at Hardee's, who every 
weekend has to deal with us drunk-
ards. 
John and Dave, who work at the 
West Broadway Kwik Trip, for 
letting me write out my checks for 
way over the amount allowed. 
Nate for imitating Chris Farley 
like no one's business. 
Joe Reed for finally getting a 
computer. Now he just needs to learn 
how to turn it on (ha ha). 
Finally, I must mention the guy 
who carries the umbrella on sunny 
days. I find the umbrella very 
interesting. 
Monkey Production presents 
Bronco and the Rough Riders tonight 
at the Green Rail (a plug for my 
buddy Tom Burke's band.) 
T.J. Lettr:s.r 
Columnist 
Campus Forum Rachel McConnell Photos by Staff Photographer 
Katie Cassity 
freshman/psychology 
There are so many more credits 
now, and taking more classes 
requires a lot more effort than 
quarters did. 
Ajit Daniel 
Professor/mass communication 
There are going to be a lot of 
problems the first time because of 
fine tuning and working the bugs 
out. It will take time to fix. As long 
as there is an awareness, the 
problem can be tackled. 
Chad Kelsey 
sophomore/exercise science/ 
athletic training 
You have to take another full 
class to be over the 16 credits 
and if you can't, you lose financial 
aid. I know that's a big thing for 
many students, including myself. 
Jamie Gilbertson 
freshman/business 
administration 
I don't like the fact that we need to 
take five or six classes to get the 
credits. It means we have to pay 
more for books. More classes 
means studying more, too. 
Chris Reckner 
senior/psychology 
I'm not going to be here next year, 
so I don't care. 
Kathy Sullivan 
periodicals librarian 
It's been a while since I've been 
on a semester system. I'm not 
sure if it was 16 credits or not. I 
think 16 is just enough. You don't 
want to be overwhelmed with too 
much work. 
Sara Herrmann 
sophomore/exercise science/ 
athletic training 
They should have more four-
credit classes. I don't see why 
there aren't four-credit ones 
Incause then you have a pile-up 
of classes you have to take. 
Bryan Dean 
senior/communication studies/ 
business 
I think it's pretty janky, seeing as 
it's such an uneven thing. You 
have to take all these one credit 
courses and weekend seminars to 
get that extra credit. 
I Got the Hook Up 
**** 
Scott Weiland 
12 Bar Blues *** 'out  of fiv
e  
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LIFE, IN A NUTSHELL 
Ariel Blaha 
Columnist 
G raduation is approaching fast, and I am almost outta here! Don't worry, I'm not going to go on and on about my most memorable college 
experiences — telling stories and of embarrassing people, 
most likely myself included. Yeah right ... I'm only sorry 
that I have such little space and so many people to 
belittle. 
My time at Winona State University has been great, 
but the past year has held without a doubt the best 
experiences ever. I met two of the greatest, most impor-
tant people in my life. Acquaintances, many with ungodly 
amounts of absurdly patterned chest hair, have become 
good friends whom I look forward to hanging out with 
every weekend, and listening to hour-long discussions 
about the moral complications with dating someone who 
poses in Playboy. I' ve discussed way too many personal, 
sometimes embarrassing, issues with all five of my 
readers. 
I've done some of the stupidest things, and I've had 
some of my proudest moments at WSU, none of which I 
would change. There's still a lot of things I never got to 
do during my time here, and who knows if I ever will. 
For Pete's sake, I still have never received the "Lead of 
the Week" award at the Winonan. I don't know how I 
will muster the strength to go on, but I'll try. 
I comfort myself and my acknowledged stupidity by 
knowing that many of my friends have embarrassed 
themselves much more severely than I have. I can say 
that I never have been pulled over and ticketed by the 
police for riding on the hood of a car. I've never been 
waiting for my ride and had the school bus stop and open 
the door for me. I've never been so wasted that I ... 
nevermind; I think that was me. 
Movie Review 
Randi McLaughlin 
Movie Critic 
L.A. Confidential 
(1997) Rated R 
'Directed by: Curtis Hanson 
'Starring: Kevin Spacey, Kim Basinger, Danny 
DeVito, Russell Crowe, Guy Pearce 
T he movie L.A. Confidential weaves a twisted plot full of murder, corruption and glamour, set in the 1950s Los Angeles crime scene. The 
film's setting makes for a comic-book, Dick Tracy-like 
experience, as do the characters' names. 
The movie begins on New Year's Eve when several 
police officers are caught on camera while beating up 
their Latin American inmates. In order to save the 
force's reputation, the commissioner demands that two 
officers squeal on their fellow brood. 
One of them, Ed Exley (Pearce), does it willingly, 
With the rest of my column space, I want to recognize 
some outstanding achievers whom I have met in the past 
four years. Give out awards, if I may. If you're scared that 
I might write about you and the stupid thing you did last 
weekend, be afraid ... be very afraid. 
Tom, I thought you were a shoe-in for the best 
revealing pose of a shaft, but the judges think they need 
another look. 
Mr. Morals goes to ... no one. Sorry Boob Guy; maybe 
next year, but you did win a booby prize. Make sure to 
stop by and grab it before graduation. 
The Best Stunt Double goes to Squeak for his unfor-
gettable work in the movie "Bean." Thank God he had a 
double like you with that brick of a body. 
The Best Neighbor award goes to those funky girls 
downstairs who make us potluck suppers, leave construc-
tion paper flowers on our door for May Day and continu-
ally steal our plunger. Are we ever going to get that thing 
back? 
The Shameless award goes to my favorite party-
mooning, bar-dancing expositionist, who by the way, is 
the cause of my most recent nightmares since his almost-
nude display on the Brother's bar. Maybe you should see 
someone about that unusual growth on your chest. 
Mr. Faithful goes to Brian, not for his dedication to his 
girlfriend, but for his long-time commitment to a Playboy 
subscription. 
The Best Gomeba goes, hands down, to my diva 
roommate Liz. 
Last but not least is a special award, too special for a 
title. Thanks Jodi and Christine for being the best friends 
I could have ever asked for. If anyone could ever make 
me turn sappy, aside from my mom, it's you. I love you 
guys, and NO, I'M NOT GAY! 
My sincere appreciation to everyone for bringing me 
into their bathroom every Wednesday and sharing in my 
life. In a nutshell, thanks, and I'll miss you. To quote 
Semisonic, it's closing time; open up the doors and let me 
out into the world. 
being the only moral officer on the force. The other, 
Jack Vincennes (Spacey), does it in fear of losing his job 
as adviser on a "Dragnet" style TV show. 
An officer who is spared from being fired is Bud 
White, due to his willingness to perform not-so-legal 
doings of the police force, encouraged by their captain. 
Later in the movie, these three officers, different as 
they seem, come together to hunt down the perpetrator 
in some mob-related murders. 
The plot also involves a pimp, whose hookers are 
"cut" to look like movie stars. One of these dames is 
Kim Basinger, who later gets involved by having 
relations with two of the above-mentioned officers. 
Another character involved is Sid Hudgens (DeVito), 
who works for Hush-Hush magazine, which specializes 
in catching celebrities in criminal acts. Hudgens also is 
bribing Vincennes to help set up the celebrities. 
As you can tell the plot is very complicated. How-
ever, all the pieces of the puzzle fit very nicely at the 
end, creating a satisfying movie experience. 
Even though this was a good movie, I couldn't decide 
if it was Oscar-worthy. One thing I definitely didn't 
agree with was Kim Basinger's Oscar for Best Support-
ing Actress. Her minor role could have been played by 
anyone, still producing the same effect. 
Yale prof defends 'trashy' talk shows 
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Steve Santek 
Music Critic 
 
Sean Lennon 
Into the Sun 
T his 22-year-old son of John Lennon and Yoko Ono made his debut album very 
interesting and not what people were 
expecting from the son of a former 
Beatle. 
The album, entitled Into the Sun, 
was inspired by Lennon's girlfriend 
Yuka. It is about the beginning of a 
new relationship and all the good 
and bad things that transpire during 
the relationship. This album has a lot 
of diversity and is definitely some-
thing that you need to listen to all the 
way through. 
It features Brazilian rhythms, in-
strumental jazz and even a little bit of 
country-western. For the most part, 
the album is good soft rock that fea-
tures Lennon's vocals backed by pi-
anos, acoustic guitars and some brass 
and woodwinds thrown in for a little 
bit of flavor. 
One of the best tracks from Into the 
Sun is "Home," which is a little bit 
harder than the rest of the album but is 
one of the better tracks featured. 
"Queue" is another great track that is 
extremely catchy and poppy, as is 
"Mystery Juice." "Photosynthesis" is 
an instrumental, but it really caught 
Book Review 
Last year I was cleaning out the 
basement at home, and I came 
across a whole bunch of old books I 
read as a child. Among them was my 
favorite childhood book of all time, 
The Secret Garden. 
So I decided to crack it open 
and take a gander at my child-
hood literary level. Being a fairly 
long book with 375 pages it took 
two days to read instead of the 
whole three months of that one 
summer in between fifth and sixth 
grades. 
After I sat there for a while 
and let the my thought process 
digest this book, I found that I 
have considerably out-grown this 
genre of literature. But I also 
Associated Press 
NEW YORK - NBC isn't the only 
television network trying to cash in on 
this week's final "Seinfeld" episode. 
Yada-yada elsewhere on the dial 
will give viewers their fill of Jerry, 
George, Elaine and Kramer even be-
fore the much-anticipated two-hour 
send-off Thursday. 
A&E turns over "Biography" to 
Seinfeld on Monday, a night after pro-
files of Seinfeld and co-star Jason 
Alexander premier on E! Entertain-
ment Television. 
"Dharma and Greg" pays a randy 
tribute Wednesday. 
Even Court TV is getting into the 
act, hauling out tapes of the "Seinfeld" 
sexual harassment trial. 
Nick at Nite's TV Land pays the 
my ear as being one of the better 
instrumentals that I have heard in a 
long time. 
This album features a lot of 
different things that have not been 
tried in the past, and if you are in the 
mood for an album that is different, 
yet still great, than this is the album 
for you. 
According to Lennon, "People are 
constantly labeling music and artists 
according to genre. I think music of 
the future will not be so easy to 
categorize ... People who have heard 
my record often comment on how it 
jumps from rock to jazz to country. I 
think that is the best thing about it." 
Garbage 
Version 2.0 
From Madison, this is Garbage's 
second album. Version 2.0 sounds a 
realized why I enjoyed this book as a 
child. 
Mary Lenox, the main character 
of the story, is a snotty, bratty kid 
that gets everything she wants. With 
her father busy with work and her 
mother going to every social event 
possible, neither had any time to love 
Mary. So Mary had servants to cater 
to her every need and to keep her 
quit so her mother did not have to 
hear her cry. 
Then tragedy hits and Mary is left 
with neither mother or father after 
only tribute that requires viewers to 
change channels. The cable network 
goes dark Thursday at 8 p.m. EDT and 
urges its fans to watch "Seinfeld" in-
stead. 
Television networks used to ignore 
competitors' big events. Not anymore. 
On ABC, Dharma and Greg look to 
spice up their sex life by making love 
in a public place. To lessen their 
chances of being caught, they time 
their exhibitionism for when people 
are home watching the final "Seinfeld." 
"We're all fans of the show and the 
last episode has gone beyond a televi-
sion show; it's a social phenomenon. 
Ignoring it is like ignoring a major 
earthquake," said Chuck Lorre, ex-
ecutive producer of "Dharma and 
Greg." 
Besides, he said, "we're not above 
lot like the first album, but it seems 
to have a little bit more of a dance 
feel on some of the tracks. 
The first single off the album is 
"Push It," which is a little bit harder 
rock than most of the album, but it is 
really not a bad track. "When I Grow 
Up" is very catchy and sounds identi-
cal to material released on Garbage's 
previous album. 
"Special" is another very catchy 
track that really caught my ear. "Ham-
mering in my Heard" could almost be 
considered a dance track but is surpris-
ingly not bad considering it is not the 
Garbage style set with the first album. 
This album is not bad but does not 
offer anything new for Garbage listen-
ers. Garbage fans could probably ap-
preciate this effort. If you are a fan of 
Garbage, go ahead and grab the album; 
if not, well it's your money. 
they are killed by a cholera outbreak. 
She is then sent to live with an uncle 
she had never met before. 
So Mary was sent to 
Misselthwaite Manor, a huge 
mansion owned by the mysterious 
uncle. 
The book continues to tell of her 
adventures of exploring and coping 
with her new life. Upon exploring 
the mansion she finds a huge wall 
and wants to see what was on the 
other side of it. There she finds the 
secret garden. The book continues 
with more exploring and learning 
for Mary. 
This book is mainly a 
coming-of-age story, telling of a 
young girls adventures in 
growing up. I know some you 
are thinking, yea right, like I'm 
going to read this book. Well 
come on, re-explore your 
childhood, take a dip into 
immaturity again. 
trying to slip into `Seinfeld's slip-
stream." 
ABC knew better than to believe 
viewers would be watching 
"Unforgiven," the Clint Eastwood 
movie the network is airing opposite 
"Seinfeld." The network was thrilled 
by the story line and thought it was 
funny, Lorre said. 
"You can't stick your head in the 
sand," he said. "Rather than be jealous 
about it, the television industry should 
be proud of it." 
For two hours Thursday, Nick at 
Nite' s TV Land will post an image that 
ostensibly shows the door to the 
network's office. Taped to it is a sign 
that says, "We're watching the last 
episode of `Seinfeld.' Will return at 10 
Associated Press 
NEW HAVEN, Conn.– Joshua 
Gamson is a Yale University sociolo-
gist who likes those trashy TV talk 
shows, the ones featuring cat fights and 
guests with unusual sex lives. 
The shows are making an important 
cultural contribution, he says. 
Gamson, who teaches courses on 
mass media and the sociology of sexu-
ality, doesn't just like to watch. He's 
also written a book, "Freaks Talk 
Back," which deals with daytime TV 
and its preoccupation with gender-
bending sexual diversity. 
The book, published by the Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, begins with an 
introduction: "Why I Like Trash." For 
one thing, he says, "It's funny." 
But Gamson quickly asserts that the 
campy TV talk shows often provide 
the so-called freaks a platform on which 
to exhibit their common bonds, as well 
as their differences, with the audience. 
Sometimes, he says, a show will pro-
mote understanding and do its part to 
help narrow the perceptual gap be-
tween "us and them." 
"Obviously, they are superficial but 
some deep social stuff is going on," 
argues Gamson, who maintains a resi- 
dence in Manhattan. 
"Sure, I sometimes hate these 
shows," he writes. "What's not to hate? 
They can be among the most shrill, 
mean, embarrassing, fingernails-on-
the-backboard, one-note, pointless jab-
ber. But I can't help it, I love them just 
the same. 
"In part, I love them because they 
are so peculiar, so American, filled 
with fun stuff like 'relationship ex-
perts' and huge emotions, and hosts 
who wear their hypocrisies on their 
tailored sleeves, shedding tears for the 
people whose secrets they extract for 
profit." 
Music Review 
Laura Burns 
Book Critic 
See ya later Seinfeld, gang 
Students gain experience working in multicultural environments 
By Kelly Hindman & Kelly Reindl 
Special to the Winonan 
Students participating in the 
Multicultural Field Experience are in-
volved in numerous cultural experi-
ences in Winona under the supervision 
of Dr. Maudie Williams. This field 
experience has been empowering stu-
dents to learn the different customs of 
various cultures. 
Andrea Pugel, a senior and el6men-
tary education major who is working at 
Jefferson Elementary with students in 
the English as a Second Language 
(ESL) program, said, "It's made me a 
lot more open minded. I've learned  
how difficult it can be to adjust." 
A field experience is intended to 
give students an opportunity (40 hours 
per quarter) to work within a class-
room under the supervision of a teacher. 
It is not merely an ovservational set-
ting and does not carry the weight of a 
student teaching position. The student 
is involved in about 30 percent clerical 
work and 70 percent classroom work. 
For the students in the Multicultural 
Field Experience program, the experi-
ence has a different twist. Some work 
in the schools, like Pugel, and train 
with students in the ESL progam. Oth-
ers are placed with specific families, 
such as Spanish-speaking families. 
There is also a Hmong tutoring pro-
gram that works to help students of this 
background excel in school. 
Preservice teachers (or those who 
are not certified) who wish to be hired 
It's made me a lot 
more open minded. I've 
learned how difficult it 
can be to adjust 
-Andrea Pugel, Senior 
elementary education 
major 
in an urban setting should consider the 
benefits of taking the Multicultural 
Field Experience program. 
"I'm seeing a significantly higher 
number of students who are minoring 
in multicultural education, and they 
are finding the field experience with 
children and 'families of non-white 
background very fulfilling," Dr. Will-
iams said. 
The different field experiences in-
clude a four-day program called Pangea 
at a school in the Twin Cities; working 
within a magnet school with interac-
tion among Native Americans; and a 
40-hour experience working in an ur-
ban setting with students from diverse  
backgrounds. 
Melody Manson is working with 
The Four Winds School, a magnet • 
school in Minneapolis. She said she 
enjoys working with the school be-
cause she receives "different perspec-
tives on education." The freedom to try 
new ideas has also been rewarding. 
Manson had some advice for stu-
dents considering taking a multicultural 
field experience. "Learn the norms of 
the culture so you can relate to the 
students better, do the reading and ask 
a lot of questions!" 
The experience has also had an ef-
fect on Pugel. "It really broaden(ed) 
my horizons. I didn't realize how chal- 
lenging it is," Pugel said. This is ex-
actly what Dr. Williams has been hop-
ing for in the three-year-old program. 
"They (the students) are being changed. 
This class has given them enriching 
exposure to groups of people they 
haven't come in contact with," Dr. 
Williams said. 
The main objective of the 
multicultural field experience is to en-
hance a preservice teacher's under-
standing of other cultures and diverse 
populations. Through this experience, 
the student will become a more glo-
bally aware educator whose cultural 
background will amplify their teach-
ing abilities. 
Todd Martin/Photo Editor 
The second-place WSU men's tennis team (top row): Justin 
Flattum, Jeff Fedor, Marc Stingley and coach Mike Leaf; (bottom 
row) Jesril Jamel, Chad Fellows and Mike Lipinski. 
Youth is served 
Men's tennis team recaps second 
place season, looks for more next 
By Raegan Isham 
Staff Writer 
T he Winona State University womens golf team brought home three first-place team finishes of 
the seven meets during the spring season 
and captured two all-state individual titles. 
The first place finishes for WSU came 
at the Wesleyan Invitational in Lincoln, 
Neb., the Mississippi Valley Invitational 
in Red Wing, Minn., and at the St. Cloud 
State Invitational in St. Cloud, Minn. 
It was at the Minnesota State Meet 
where both Lesley Miller and Emily 
Cylkowski were selected as members of 
Minnesota's All-State Team after tying for 
sixth-place. 
Along with being chosen as an All-
State candidate, Miller was also named to 
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Confer-
ence All-Academic team. 
The best meet of the year according to 
first year head coach, Robert Newberry, 
was the St. Cloud Invitational. 
"No doubt, St. Cloud," Newberry said. 
"Three hundred forty-one, is a score that 
can compete with any Division II team in 
the state." 
The fact that four of WSU's women 
stepped up that day is what really im-
pressed Newberry. 
"I knew they were capable (of shooting 
a 341), but to have four people step up in 
one day is unusual," Newberry said. "I 
don't think anyone shot beyond their 
capabilities." 
With only one senior, Jeanine Hammer, 
on the team, Newberry knows his team is 
young and learning. 
Hammer (99.7 average) played her 
freshMan year, but due to medical reasons 
was 'uiiable to participate the past couple of 
years. 
See Women golf, page 9 
Six women, one team 
Winona State University women's golf team shoots 
well in spring, proves to be one to watch next fall 
Photo contributed by And] SIM 
Team unity proved to be key this spring for the Winona State 
women's golf team. They are pictured from top left: Tara Clemons, 
Lesley Miller, Alison Suk; and from bottom left: Andi Silvi, Emily 
Cylkowski and Jeanine Hammer. The team took first place at three 
invitational meets this year. 
The Bottom Line 
 
Michael Sigrist 
Sports Editor 
 
I f there were any doubts as to the quality of the athletes who display their talents on our 
fields, courts, mats and courses 
here at Winona State University, 
the 1997-98 season removed them 
all. 
To say that WSU athletes played 
well would be an understatement and 
an injustice to all of them. Just look at 
what our student-athletes have done 
over the last year: 
To start, the football team, under 
first-year head coach and Northern 
Sun Intercolligate Conference coach 
of the year Tom Sawyer, finished 9-
2 and brought the NSIC title to WSU. 
Individually, the Warriors grabbed 
an abundence of awards. Seven play-
ers were named to the All-NSIC team, 
and three were granted Divison II 
All-Midwest Region first-team hon-
ors (Jamey Huchinson, Travis 
Walch and David Olson). 
Huchinson (11 interceptions) and 
Walch (16 TDs) both received All-
America honors as well. Walch also 
was awarded conference offesive 
MVP honors. 
... the women's soccer team, fin-
ished 15-6. Sophomore Betsy Mor-
gan led the conference with 24 goals. 
Andrea Zilka scored 12 goals and 
along with Christine Nettenstrom 
and Jenny Winders, joined Morgan 
as All-NSIC members. 
... the spikers, under Amy Fisher, 
put last season's three win perfor-
mance out of their minds and went 
out and won 11 this fall. Jolene Danca 
and Brooke Leininger—more WSU 
All-NSIC athletes— lead the way. 
... the gymnastics team carried 
the successful WSU fall into winter 
and finished 13-8 and qualified two 
of its own athletes, Heidi Wolf and 
Tina Rosengren, for the USGA Di-
vision II Nationals. 
Kassy Kroening is the current 
all-time vault leader, scoring 9.725 
and is tied with Sommer Vaughn for 
2nd all-time on the beam with a 9.750. 
... battling for the spotlight on the 
hardwood, the men's and women's 
basketball teams excelled. 
The speedy Jason Lyons com-
bined with Mark Tripp, Justin 
Treptow, Tommie Beal and the long-
range missile attacks of Lance 
Meincke helped propel the Warriors 
to an outstanding 10-2 NSIC mark. 
They lose Beal and Mark Hronski 
next season, but the perhaps the big-
gest void to fill will be on the side-
lines after Les Wothke (317-286) 
announced his resignation. 
... the women, under the eye of yet 
another NSIC coach of the year, Terri 
Sheridan, enjoyed the school 's most 
succuessful in history, winning 14 
games. 
The future is indeed bright —
everyone returns; including leading 
scorer Jeanelle Soland (14.4 ppg.) 
and leading rebounder Lesley Miller 
(7.3 rpg.), both were named All-NSIC 
for their efforts. 
Freshman guards Heather 
Livinstone (9.4) and Katie Sandre 
(7.7) caught the eyes of many fans 
with their sometimes dazzling plays 
and passes. 
... Warrior women golfer's had an 
impressive fall, finishing first in the 
NSIC and added yet more names to 
the All-NSIC list with Emily 
Cylkowski, Alison Suk and Miller. 
Miller, yes the same one that domi-
nated under the boards for the hoops 
team, also earned Player of the Year 
honors. 
They continued their strong swing-
ing by notching three first-place fin-
ishes in the spring. 
... the Warrior track and field team, 
set records last weekend. Julie 
Siemonsma, Sarah Haugen, Karen 
Maseide and Michelle Desruisseaux 
ran the 4x100 meter in 51.59 sec-
onds. 
...onto the diamond, where the 
softball team struggled early but 
rebounded to finish 21-29. 
Rachel Lockwood (12-13) threw 
a no-hitter, and along with Carolyn 
Fabsik and Sarah Kuehn (28 stolen 
bases), received All-NSIC votes. 
See The bottom line, page 9 
$•orts 
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WSU emerges tournament 3-1, receives the second seed in regions 
BEMIDJI, Minn. —There have been 
many firsts by the Winona State Uni-
versity baseball team this year, but the 
most important came last weekend 
when it clinched its first-ever Division 
II regional berth by winning the North-
ern Sun Intercollegiate Conference tour-
nament. 
Winona (35-17), 3-1 on the week-
end, started out the tournament by beat-
ing Northern State University 11-5 in 
the first game, then clobbered the Uni-
versity of Minnesota-Duluth 16-1 in 
the second It then split a pair with 
Southwest State University, losing the 
first 10-9 and winning the second, 5-3. 
"It was fun, it was very satisfying to 
see the work and effort that these 25 or 
26 kids put into it," Warrior coach Gary 
Grob said. 
"Everybody played well and every-
thing came togethet," outfielder Nick 
By Raegan Isham 
Staff Writer 
A season to be remembered will 
lead to a season of promise for the 
Winona State University men's tennis 
team. 
Finishing the year with a record of 
8-7, while taking second in the North-
ern Sun Intercollegiate Conference 
Championships, the men will be an-
other powerful force next year. 
WSU captured both conference 
Altavilla said. 
Now the real fun begins. WSU 
plays Northern Colorado Thursday (1 
p.m.) in Warrinsburg, Missouri in the 
first round of the Division II regionals. 
"This has been our goal from day 
one — a birth in the regions," outfielder 
MikeWelch said. "Our pitching is what 
got us here," 
Designated hitter Chris Popp agreed. 
"Pitching has gotten overlooked this 
year but when you got people like 
(Mark) Hronskiwho goes out on a sore 
arm and (Andy) Wiedl who goes on 
two days rest, it's amazing." 
WSU 5, Southwest 3 
In the title clicher, Winona kept up 
its tradition of scoring first. 
In the top of the first, Aaron Braund 
cracked a solo shot, his 25th home run 
of the year. It moved Braund into the 
fifth spot on the NCAA Division II 
championships in No. 1 singles and No. 
2 doubles competition. 
Mike Lipinski, WSU's top gun, fin-
ished 15-2 and advenged his two loses 
that came courtesy of University of 
Minnesota-Duluth's, Craig Gordon, by 
defeating him for the conference cham-
pionship. 
"That was an outstanding win for 
him and the team," WSU coach Mike 
Leaf said of Lipinski's championship 
See Tennis, page 9 
season list for homeruns. 
Popp smacked a double and came 
66 
It was fun; it was 
very satisfying to see 
the work and effort that 
these 25 or 26 kids put 
into it 
- Gary Grob 
WSU baseball coach 
55 
home on Mark Olsen's RBI single. 
"That was a goal —to get the mo- 
DULUTH, Minn.—When the pres-
sure was on and something had to hap-
pen, the Winona State University track 
and field relay teams pulled through. 
At the Northern Sun Intercollegiate 
Conference Championships at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota-Duluth, Winona 
State's three relay teams led the way to 
a sixth- place overall finish . 
Julie Siemonsma, Sarah Haugen, 
Karen Masiede and Michelle 
Desruisseaux set a new school record 
in the 4x100 meter relay, with a 51.59 
second performance, but the new record 
wasn't enough to get them a place higher 
than sixth. When she found out about 
By Jim Sewastynowicz 
Staff Writer 
With all the ups and downs of the 
past season, the Winona State Univer-
sity softball team must have felt as if it 
was on a rollercoaster. 
It started out the season with 12-
straight losses on their spring break 
trip. As soon as it arrived back, they 
began to win games and hit their high 
point when they won eight-straight to-
wards the end of the season. Winona 
finished the season with 21 wins and 29 
lnccec 
Going into the season Winona State 
knew it was a young, inexperienced 
team; 11 of the 19 players were fresh-
men. The only senior on the team,  
mentum rolling after what happened in 
the first game," Popp said. 
WSU pitchers were the story. 
Freshman John Spaeth went four 
innings giving up only two runs on 
three hits. Jarrod Brennan pitched the 
next four innings, got the win, improv-
ing to 4-0 on the year. 
Brennan got out of a jam in the fifth 
inning. The bases were loaded with no 
outs and he was able to get a 1-2-3 
double play, effectively killing all the 
chances Southwest had left. 
"Our defense has always been solid, 
so I had confidence in it," Brennan 
said. 
"We could see that kind of took the 
wind out of their sails," Popp said. 
The Warriors took the lead for good 
in the sixth. Braund got on base with a 
hit and came around to score on a 
misplayed bunt by Altavilla. Joe 
the record, Siemonsma was impressed. 
"That's one more thing to make the 
meet complete," she said. 
The 4x400-meter team (Siemonsma, 
Pam Kniefel, Katie Checkalski and 
Desruisseaux) didn't set any records, 
but fared slightly better with a fifth-
place finish in a time of 4 minutes, 
30.08 seconds. 
The 4x800 meter team (Jill Guenther, 
Stacy Klaas, Julie Kinzer and 
Checkalski) finished in 11:13 for sixth-
place. 
Along with her part in the record-
breaking relay performance, Haugen 
also had a personal best in the javelin 
Christine Clements, had a big leader-
ship role to fill as captain with such a 
young team. 
"Being a senior, it comes with the 
territory," Clements said of the respon-
sibility. 
WSU coach Myron Smith also had a 
lot to do. He had to fill in the holes left 
behind from last year's team with play-
ers who have had little or no experience 
playing at the colleigate level. 
Throughout the year the holes be-
gan to fill. 
"At third base we were at a loss until 
Jean Ryan finally came around," Smith 
said. 
Also Jamie Benedict, a catcher 
throughout high school, moved to short- 
Zydowsky brought in Popp with a RBI 
single and Jason Moe brought in 
Altavilla with a sac fly. 
Jeff Weinkauf came in the bottom of 
the ninth and struck out the side. 
"This game we showed who the 
better team was because the first one 
was a fluke," Welch said. 
Southwest St. 10, Winona St. 9 
In that first game, a rare thing hap-
pened. 
WSU fell behind 8-0 after 3 1/2 
innings. Southwest was able to get to 
Hronski (7-2) who pitched a complete 
game. He allowed 10 runs on 12 hits, 
but struck out 13 batters. 
"I didn't throw my best, but I still 
threw well," Hronski said. "They 
(Southwest) have given me my only 
two losses on the year, so they seem to 
See Champions, page $ 
with a throw of 102-feet, 6 inches. The 
throw was only enough to place her in 
sixth.' Her magic, however, ended in 
the 100-meter dash. Her 13.83 second 
run wasn't enough to place. 
Winona State also had two second-
place finishes. 
Desruisseaux in the 400-meter 
hurdles, with a 1:09.27 run, and Lisa 
Stockel also finished in second. Stockel 
threw the javelin 122 feet-11 inches. 
Desruisseaux also had a fourth-
placefinish in the 400-meter 
See Track page 8 
stop to shore up the left side of the 
infield. 
As the season progressed so did the 
players. 
"A lot of freshman came and devel-
oped toward the end of the year," Smith 
said "We kept getting better and better 
all year." 
That improvement showed with 
players like All-Conference member 
Sarah Kuehn who raised her season 
batting average from .282 to .347 in the 
last eight games of the regular season. 
WSU's three pitchers were one of 
the strong points. 
See Softball, page 8 
Track places sixth in tournament 
Winona State's relay teams help to lead the way in NSIC meet 
Warrior softball battles back from 
0-12 start to impress in the end 
Lockwood, Kuehn, Fasbik recieve All-Conference honors 
s • 
WANTED 
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Softball 
Continued from page 7 
Students looking for 
off-campus housing 
offering gift certificates 
for leases signed in May. 
Act NOW and save for 
next year. 
Call Paul at 452-1869 
if you have any questions 
sr 
ICI 
Iv" 
■.• 
1=1 
66 
If we play ball the 
way we're capable of, 
we can beat any team in 
the country. 
- Mike Welch 
WSU outfielder 
77 
Everyone started 
coming around at the 
end of the season and 
will be able to pick up 
where they left off. 
- Sarah Kuehn 
WSU right fielder 
511JMMP Jots 
FUN - CH-ALLENGING - REWARDING 
WISCONSIN BADGER CAMP 
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 
A camp for individuals with developmental challenges 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
Counselors for male campers, Kitchen 
Staff, Maintenance Assistant, Arts and 
Crafts Activity Director, and RN's. 
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have my number." 
Southwest took the lead thanks in 
large part to a grand slam and a two-run 
homer. 
"Nick (Altavilla) was getting ready 
to catch it and all of a sudden it's two 
feet over the fence," Hronski said, re-
ferring to the second of the home runs. 
The Warriors showed they can play 
the comeback game as well. 
"We just keep chipping away at the 
lead until we came back," Grob said. 
Winona pulled to within three going 
into the bottom of the ninth and tied it 
when shortstop Shea Mueske came 
home from second on a wild pitch. 
The Mustangs however, scored the 
winning run in the top of the 10th. 
Leading WSU at the plate was Popp 
who went 3-for-5. 
"After what happened the first two 
games, it was nice to contribute," Popp 
said. 
Mueske was 3-for-4 and Mark Olsen 
hit a home run and had three RBIs. 
WSU 16, UM -Duluth 1 
In Game 2, Grob was prepared for 
the worst. 
"I expected a close ball game, but 
this turned out to be a pleasant experi-
ence," Grob said. 
Even the players were surprised. 
"I'm really surprised we beat Duluth 
by this much," Welch said. "Wiedl just 
pitched a good game." 
"We're a lot more ready to play 
them than last time," Brennan said. 
"Wiedl threw his best game of the year 
holding them to two hits in nine in-
nings." 
The top of the lineup held up its end 
of the bargain. 
Altavilla went 4-for-5 with three 
runs and three RBIs. 
"It was a big motivator," Altavilla 
said referring to the 1-for-11 series he 
had against Duluth last weekend. 
"My goal is to get on base so it can 
set the tone for the rest of the lineup." 
Which he did 
quite well. Welch 
went 4-for-4 with 
three 	runs. 
Braund hit two 
homeruns, went 
3-for-4 and had 
six RBIs. 
"Me and Nick 
try to get on base 
and into scoring 
position for 
Braund, Popp and 
the rest of the or-
der," Welch said. 
"As a No. 2 
hitter, I get a lot 
of off-speed 
pitches, but this year, the pitches have 
been getting better because of the people 
behind me." 
His teammates know that quite well. 
"Welch often gets overlooked in the 
order due to Chucky (Braund) and 
Popp," Hronski said. 
Braund hit two three-run homers. 
The first one in the fourth increased the 
Warrior lead to 7-1. His second one 
came in the sixth highlighting a four-
run sixth inning. 
The game became a rout in the fifth 
inning when WSU put a six spot on the 
board. 
Altavilla doubled, Welch had a RBI 
single, Popp brought in two runs with a  
single and Olsen had a RBI single. 
While Winona was busy putting up 
a football score on offense, Wiedl (9-4) 
was dominating on the mound. 
The only time he got in trouble was 
the third inning when Duluth had the 
bases loaded with one out. 
The next bat-
ter grounded into 
a double play and 
after that it was 
smooth sailing. 
He retired 12 
straight batters 
between the 
fourth and sev-
enth innings. 
WSU 11, 
Northern State. 
5 
When talking 
about the Warrior 
offense, usually 
the names of 
Braund, Popp, 
Olsen and Welch are mentioned first. 
Against NSU, Altavilla was the 
leader as he went 4-for-5 with two 
home runs and five RBIs. 
"It was my best weekend of the year, 
everything came together," Altavilla 
said. 
His first home run came in the third 
inning which put Winona in the lead 4- 
3. 
"He was a very pleasant surprise," 
Grob said. 
Altavilla added a solo home run in 
the seventh. 
"It's a bonus when I can hit home 
runs," Altavilla said. "It can boost the 
confidence of the team." 
Continued from page 7 
"Nick was great. He's got so much 
speed and power which is needed for 
leadoff," Hronski said. 
WSU took the lead for good in the 
bottom of the fourth when Steve Loos 
had a run-scoring single. 
Olsen and Braund also hit home 
runs for the Warriors. 
Ryan Johnson started for Winona, 
he went five innings giving up five runs 
on nine hits for his sixth win of the year. 
Mat 0' Brien came in and shut out 
Northern the rest of the way. 
"We fought through some rough 
innings against Northern but we sur-
vived," Popp said. 
And they look to survive regionals. 
While the offense will continue to run 
on all cylinders, pitching and defense 
seem to the the keys to the Warriors 
drive in regions. 
Hronski likes it that way. 
"We prefer that the hitters get all the 
attention, it lets us do our jobs which is 
to stop the opposing team." 
The pitching credentials are there, 
they were 14th in Division II in ERA 
and led the conference by a full point in 
that category. They have also broken 
the school record for most strikeouts in 
a year. 
"We need to carry the momentum 
from each game to the next one," 
Brennan said. "If we can play good 
defense, we could go far." 
Winona won't suffer from a lack of 
confidence because its's in the regionals 
for the first time. 
"If we play ball the way we're ca-
pable of, we can beat any team in the 
country," Welch said. 
Rachel Lockwood recieved All-
Conference honors after finishing the 
season with a 12-13 record, and pitched 
in the biggest games. She defeated 
three top-10 Division II teams in the 
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Confer-
ence quadrangular games at Moorhead 
State. 
"Lockwood was very good the first 
half of the year and superb the second," 
Smith said of her 
ace. 
Most pitchers 
would have been fa- 
One player who had an impact on 
the team was Kuehn. The sophomore's 
impact was felt midway through the 
season when she missed eight games 
with a hamstring injury. 
She was the team's speed threat fin-
ishing the regular season with 28 stolen 
bases. 
"When Sarah Kuehn was healthy, 
she was an irresistible force," Smith 
said "She was 
unstoppable 
against anyone 
we played." 
Those inju-
ries to 
Lockwood and 
Kuehn, along 
with injuries to 
first baseman 
Tiffanie Regan 
and infielderJen 
Brost hurt the 
team in the end. 
"We never 
hit on all cylin- 
tigued at the end of 
the season if they 
threw in 27 of the 
50 games the team 
played, not 
Lockwood. 
"I felt I was go-
ing strong all sea-
son," she said. 
Two freshman 
pitchers, Kate 
Maschman and Col- 
leen Ryan, chipped 	 ders because of 
in for the Warriors. the injury fac- 
Maschman, who 	 tor," Smith said. 
was out for 2 1/2 weeks with an injury 	The experience gained by the 
ended herseason with a5-9 record. She younger players will be valuable next 
won three-straight games to start year. 
Winona's eight-game win streak in the 	"Everyone started coming around at 
second half of the season. 	 the end of the season and will be able to 
Ryan finished the year with four pick up where they left off," Kuehn 
.wins and six losses. She had two big said. 
wins in March, one against the Univer- 	Clements will be the only player 
sity of Minnesota-Duluth and another Winona State loses next season. 
against the University of South Da- 	"If we retain all the players we have", 
kota. Her final win of the season was Smith said, "we'll most definitely be a 
also big. She defeated Moorhead State force." 
in the NSIC Tournament. 
77 
Summer Jobs In 
The Twill Cities 
Find and apply for summer jobs 
without leaving campus... 
www.pioneerplanet.com/jobhunter  
• IT'S FREE • IT'S EASY 
• APPLY DIRECTLY TO JOBS ONLINE 
• ALL TYPES OF JOBS AVAILABLE 
No internet access? Pick up the Sunday 
edition of the Pioneer Press for listings! 
Questions? Call 1-800-950-9080 x2109 
.S►►►►►►e► joh.s 	he listed April 27 through lune 15 
VHEN MY WIFE ANN PRESENTED ME WITH OUR FIRST CHILD, I 
41D, 'THIS IS OUR CHEERLEADER.' As OUR SONS CAME AFTER 
HAT I SAID, 'THIS IS OUR QUARTERBACK, THIS IS OUR 
'ENTER,' AND SO ON. WHEN THE SIXTH CHILD CAME, ANN 
AID, `THIS IS THE END.' 
Bobby Bowden 
I DON'T KNOW HOW LONG 
HE'LL BE OUT, YOU NEVER 
KNOW. Two YEARS, A YEAR, 
TWO MONTHS, TWO WEEKS, 
A DAY . 
99 
Tom Kelly 
I'VE BEEN HERE SO LONG 
THAT WHEN I GOT HERE, 
THE DEAD SEA WAS NOT 
EVEN SICK. 
Wimp Sanderson 
66 	  
THE WORLD WILL END BE-
FORE THERE IS ANOTHER .400 
HITTER ... I THINK THAT WAS 
MENTIONED IN THE BIBLE. 
	
99   99 
Lenny Dykstra 
66 
I USUALLY DON'T GIVE A 
GOOD FIRST IMPRESSION, OR A 
GOOD SECOND ONE. I USUALLY 
COME ACROSS LIKE A SACK OF 
MANURE. 
	  99 
Doug Rader 
99 
y Paula Heyer 
pecial to the Winonan 
The Winona State University men's 
id women's bowling team won its 
onference Invitational Tournament, 
)d for the third year in a row, hosted 
id won the MIBC tournament. The 
omen's team won the conference tour-
iment, and the Oshkosh tournament. 
oth the men and women teams went 
the qualifying tournament for Na-
onals in Indiana. 
The bowling team is looking for 
(perienced bowlers to fill the squad 
)1- next season. Tryouts are September 
5 & 17 ( 4 p.m) in the Student Union 
.11ey. The team practices on Mondays 
t- Tuesdays and Thursdays under the 
uidance of coach Joe Schaefer. 
Photo contributed by Paula Heyer 
The Winona State women's bowling team seizes the conference 
championship in 1998. Team members include (from left) 
Stephanie Rochester, Paula Heyer, Jenni Knapp, Stacey Klaas, 
Jaime Rous and Keri Jacobson. 
Our new SpeakEZ 2000 wireless phone 
is missing some of the standard features. 
Introducing SpeakEZ 2000, the new prepaid wireless phone, only from Cellular 2000' It's a real wireless phone, so it 
works when you need it. And since it's prepaid, you never see a bill. Plus there's no credit check and no long-term 
contract. Safety and convenience that fit in a budget. Now that's a real value. 
800-829-TALK www.midwestwireles.corn 
Cellular 2000 — Brad Frederick 
Goodhue, Wabasha, Winona, Houston & Olmsted Counties • 800-620-8130 
,o1998 Midwest VVireless Communications. Cellular 2000• is a registered trademark of Cellular 2000, Inc. and affiliated with local telephone companies statewide. 
At The Historic Trempealeau Hotel 
* Stars Under the Stars!* 
REGGAE SUNSPLASH 
Saturday, May 16, 1998 @ 2 - 11 p.m. 
Outdoor festival with Jamaican music, food 
and crafts. 
• Peter Nelson & Shangoya 
• Baaro 
itb• -. 	• Natty Nation 
•' r'BLUES BASH `98 
Saturday, May 30, 1998 @ 2 - 11 p.m. 
Enjoy the blues at its best along the banks of 
the beautiful Mississippi with the bands of: 
• Howard "Guitar" Luedtke and Blue Max 
• The Casper Blues Band 
• Scarlet Runner 
• Chicago Rhythm & Blues Kings 
Tickets are aNidlable at Winona locations of Face the Music. Good 
Vibrations & Hardt Music. Call 1608)534-6898 for more information. 
 
Make a Difference in 
Someone's Life 
Patient, caring, loving people needed to work with 
people with developmental disabilities. Everyday 
brings new challenges and opportunities 
We offer on-the-job training, competitive 
wages, Start at $7.43 - $8.00 an hour 
And a full benefits package) including 
dependent health coverage) 
Bear Creek Services has Immediate 
Job Openings, call our Human Resources at 
289-8943 or submit an application at: 
620 First Street SW 
Rochester, MN 55902 
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FROM THE LOCKEROOM • • 
Alley cats are champs Women'sgolf "It was a nice surprise to have her 
come back from her injuries and 
iictory. 
Jesril Jamel and Marc Stingley, at 
Jo. 2 doubles, defeated UMD's Jeff 
ikubic and Dave Lindstrom 4-6, 7-5, 
7-6 (7-3) to win the conference title. 
"Jesril and Marc came down to the 
mire," Leaf said. "It was fun tennis to 
match and be a part of." 
Although Jamel and Stingley did 
lot play doubles together all season, 
hey did accumulate a record of 8-2. 
"Jesril and Marc really came on 
strong in the end," Leaf said. 
WSU looked to its doubles reams -to 
idd a couple of points during many of 
`heir meets. 
"Early in the year our doubles 
weren't playing very well, but in the 
end they were good," Leaf said. "Our 
doubles really came through for us." 
The No. 1 doubles team of Lipinski 
and Chad Fellows helped contribute by 
winning seven of their 10 matches. 
"Chad and Mike really played well 
together," Leaf said. 
The young Warriors will only be 
losing one player from this years team,  
senior Brian Sewall. 
"Brian won some pretty tough 
matches for us at number five singles," 
Leaf said. 
It was halfway into the season when 
Leaf claims to have experienced one of 
his best moments with the team. 
It was the remembrance of the sec-
ond match-up against Mankato State 
University which led Leaf to this 
thought. WSU had lost to MSU, 4-5 on 
March 13, but then came back and won 
6-3 on April 15. 
_"Midway -through the season you 
could see the team really come to-
gether," Leaf said. 
Another great moment for the team 
Leaf thought was the performances they 
put forth at the NSIC championships. 
"It was outstanding tennis played 
between WSU and UMD," Leaf said. 
Leaf was quite pleased with how the 
team played throughout their season. 
"Everybody from top to bottom re-
sponded to the challenge and played 
very well," Leaf said. 
Track 	 
Continued from page 7 
hurdles,16.29. 
Nora Prom placed twice. She threw 
the dicus 127-2 inches and finished 
fourth and she hurled a 37-6 3/4 inch 
throw for fifth in the shot put. Sarah 
Nelson had a fifth-place finish in the 
hammer throw with a 120-2 inch toss. 
Athletes in each class event con-
tributed throughout the season. 
Although last years' team also 
placed sixth, the lastest version im-
proved upon their total points; from 
24 to 37. 
`!Our team has grown.quite a 
Haugen said. 
The bottom line 
... the Warrior baseball team rounded 
off the successful 1998 campaign by 
going 35-17 overall rolled over the 
NSIC conference. 
Once again Aaron Braund (25 HRs) 
Chris Popp and Mike Welch domi-
nated on offense. While transfer 
Hronski (7-2) joined forces with Andy 
Wiedl (9-4) and Ryan Johnson to pro- 
contribute to the team," Newberry 
said. 
Playing for WSU this spring was 
an enjoyable experience for Hammer 
and she believes the team will only 
improve in the future. 
"I'm grateful they let me on the 
team and accepted me," Hammer 
said. 
Miller's 87.3 average, was the 
lowest on the team, but had an 
uneven spring season after being 
named Co-MVP of the Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference last fall. 
"Lesley had an up and down 
spring," Newberry said. "Her middle 
three rounds were tough, otherwise 
she was in the 80s." 
Newberry knows Miller to be 
quite a consistent player and also a 
very competitive one. 
"Lesley's strength is her competi-
tiveness," Newberry said. "When she 
wants to, she can turn it up a notch." 
Cylkowski (89.3), will be the lone 
senior on the team next year. 
Newberry was quite impressed with 
the play of Cylkowski this season. 
"She had a great spring, really 
stepped it up," Newberry said. 
Miller is credited with helping the 
team relax. 
"She brings humor (to the team)," 
Hammer said. "I'm very glad she was 
on the team. She relaxes things." 
Fall Co-MVP Cylkowski, im-
proved her average by five strokes 
since the 1996-97 season. Besides 
being a scoring leader, she is also 
looked upon as a team leader. 
"Emily is the team captain and 
really does a great job of talking to 
Continued from page 7 
vide the winning combination. They 
received the second seed for Division II 
regional play. 
The bottom line: Congratulations 
to all Warrior athletes, mentioned here 
or not. Sometimes it goes unsaid, but 
we admire your dedication and 
committment as well as your ability to 
represent WSU in a bright light.  
others," Newberry said. 
Cylkowski's teammates also 
second the notion of her being a 
leader. She is known for being a 
"mom" of the team. 
"She is definitely the leader," 
Hammer said. "She always wants to 
take care of everybody." 
Tara Clemons (93.8 avg.), 
according to Newberry, "has the 
g 6 
They are of excellent 
character. I think we 
have some very, very 
good people. 
- Robert Newberry 
WSU women's golf coach 
55 
nicest traditional golf swing on the 
team." 
Much of the work Clemons did 
during the winter months has 
benefited her during the spring. 
"Tara did a nice job of improv-
ing," Newberry said. "She is working 
very hard at making better course 
management decisions and I think 
that is paying off for her." 
Clemons teammates appreciate her 
positive attitude. 
"She is the best person to have on 
the course when you're having a bad 
day," Andi Silvi said. "She is 
encouraging and keeps you going." 
Continued from page 7 
Newberry believes the girls are all 
capable of scoring in the 80s next fall 
and hopes to see those scores come 
out of Alison Suk, (96.55) who was a 
fifth-place finisher in the NSIC last 
fall. 
"Her biggest obstacle is control-
ling her emotions on the course," 
Newberry said. 
It was Silvi (98.5) who opened 
some eyes. 
Silvi is the quiet one on the team 
according to some team members. 
Clemons, who admits to growing 
close to Silvi over the past two years, 
says, "you can always count on her to 
be considerate and helpful." 
Silvi shot an 84 and brought home 
third-place at the St. Cloud Invita-
tional on May 1. 
"Andi plays a real conservative 
game," Newberry said. "Consistency 
when she hits the ball is her 
strength." 
One of the things that impresses 
Newberry aside from the women's 
golfing talents, is the women them-
selves- 
"They are of excellent character," 
Newberry said. "I think we have 
some very, very good people." 
Newberry feels there will be a 
great deal of competition among the 
team next year. The Warriors have 
had four letters of intent signed and 
have verbal commitments from two 
other women. 
Although there will be many new 
faces next season, Newberry believes 
the "five returners will be the core of 
the team." 
Which would make the women 
golfers another Winona State team to 
look forward to waching. 
Tennis 
Contined from page 7 
From the cheap seats 
Warrior sports on tap 
Baseball 
Thrusday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Football 
Friday 
Division II Regional Play-offs 
Division II Regional Play-offs 
Division II Regional Play-offs 
1998 Spring Game 
Warrinsburg, Mo. 
Warrinsburg, Mo. 
Warrinsburg, Mo. 
@ 7 p.m. 
Warriors in action (clockwise from right) Erin Morgan fights for 
the ball in a 1-0 loss to Moorhead. Freshman NSIC singles 
champion, Mike Lipinski returns a shot during one of his team-
high 15 wins. Mark Olsen slides in safely under the legs of 
Northern State's second baseman. Jason Lyons sprints down the 
sideline in a game against the University of Minnesota-Morris. 
Senior Aaron Braund looks to add to his record-setting career 
numbers. 
JJf1MulfIngeristall photographer 
Springlime 114111  
BLINK * 182* 
Dude Ranch 
SEMISONIC 
Feeling Strangely Fine 
ALWAYS 
A 
FREE 
SPECIAL 
ORDER 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE 
9.99 CD 
$6.99 TAPE 
MOTOR SPORTS 
	Of Winona, Inc. 
Your Motorcycle 
Headquarters for: 
SERVICE-PARTS 
ACCESSORIES 
7030 N. Hwy 61 
Minnesota City 
(507) 452-1100 
Hours: M-F 9-6, Sat. 9-4 
Wine  
I 
I 157 Main Street 
I 	Winona 
I 	452-2033 L 
 
Jeff MulfInger/Staff Photographer 
eTri TaTio7infi II 
Hospital Sterilization 
Thousands of designs to choose from 
or bring your own! 
Body piercing full time! 
Over 23 years of experience 
Must be 18 yrs of age or parent present 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
=NO I■1 	 MIN Mill 1■I IN= 1■11 II1MM 
$11.99 CD 
$7.99 TAPE 
MCA 
ettb 
211.,z 	 7 -1 
I/t( mavericks • 
GOLF 
DISC'S 
BACK IN 
$13.99 CD STOCK!  $11.99 CD 
I ine II) 	!Inv, I ridn ∎ 5/15 
11011111c: 452-4172 
Spending summer in the Twin 
Cities? Continue working on your 
degree by taking a summer class at 
Metro State and still hold a summer 
job. Most classes are only 
one evening a week. And 
they're offered at several 
metro locations. You'll 
get a jump on your 
degree before 
heading back 
next fall. 
Summer quarter starts 
June 19. Call 772-7600 
for a class schedule. 
http://www.metro.msus ,edu 
'OW 
ENROLLMENT 
ALERT! 
Fall Classes Start 
August 24. 
*AWNS... 
METROPOLITAN 
STATE UNIVERSITY 
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THE HORSE WHISPERER 
	
THE MAVERICKS 
Soundtrack 
	
Trampoline 
$8.99 TAPE 	 $7.99 TAPE 
GREAT SELECTION OF POSTERS, CANDLES, INCENSE, BLACKLIGIITS, 
LAVA LAMPS, YO YO S, SPORT CARDS ,  GAMING CARDS & FUN STUFF! 
 
WE PS CASH 
FACE TIN MUSIC J ISCoVtrl 
Huff & Sarnia WINONA 
PHONE 452-1342  
WAN. 
....... 
\\; ScollItt St 
TITANIC-- PG 13 
sat/sun 12:30 4:15 
M-F 4:15 eve 8:00 
(DEEP IMPACT--PG 13 
CM
0
sat/sun 12:50 3:20 
 4:30 6:50 9:2  
 
LOST  IN SPACE--PG 13 
sat/sun 1:00 3:30 
M-F 4:30 eve 7:00 9:30 
OBJECT OF MY 
AFFECTION--R 
sat/sun 12:30 2:45 5:00 
M-F 5:00 eve 7:15 9:30 
MY GIANT--PG 
sat/sun 1:00 3:00 5:00 
M-F 5:00 eve 7:00 9:00 
QUEST FOR 
CAMELOT--G 
sat/sun 1:10 3:10 5:10 
~MF 5:10eve7:109:10_} 
CITY OF 
ANGELS-PG-13 
sat/sun 12:40 2:50 5:00 
M-F 5:00 eve 7:15 9:30} 
-I 	YOUR BEANIE BABIES, 
SPORT CARDS , COLLECTIBLE 
MON - Flt1  
10AM - 9141 
SATURDAY 
10AM - 0141 
SUNDAY  
NOON - 6141 
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More athletes in action (clockwise from 
above) Karen Maseide sprints to the 
finish line ahead of Meagan Cartier of 
UW-Oshkosh. Quarterback Jake Goettl 
looks for a receiver aginst the 
University of Minnesota-Duluth. Katie 
Sandre looks drive against Mount 
Mercy. Sophomore Brookc Lc!n!r;:. 
gets air as she looks to block a shot. 
CHECK IT OUT 
ONTRWEB. 
wwwford.com  
$400. CASH BONUS 
toward purchase or lease* 	•E) 
1998 Ford Escort 
 You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seni ., 
' •and grad students get $400 cash back" toward the purchase or Ford Credit,! 
	
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pock 	e ca 
grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Progr 	o, 
call,14300-321-1536or visit the Web at www,ford.com  
lip 	rviexatry  
 end 
wIrAZtlit Oilltycildu104' 	,tdideVinbes.imireonlehait= liortMembstvaisn 1 CY:hi/13: Wyi 1= r=1:11t,eppy 
OPEN JUNE 1st 
From 1-4 blocks to WSU 
some with all utilities included 
• Newly remodeled, 5 bdrm. houses, clean, large 
• -4 bdrm. apts. 
• also efficiencies, 1,2, and 3 bdrm. apts. still 
available 
Furnishings may be possible. Ask us for more 
information. We also have great opportunities for 
1 to share with others. 
It's not too late for a GREAT apartment 
from GREAT River Management & Sales 
Stop in at Main & Broadway 
or call 452-8808 
or e-mail us at grms@juno.com  
$8.40-10.00 
Benefits 
Work in the community 
with people who 
have disabilities 
FT and PT positions available 
Starting positions at $8.40-$10.00/hr. 
Now hiring in the TC Northern Suburbs 
and also in Woodbury. 
No experience necessary! 
To learn more about this position, 
call the ACR Jobline at (612) 488-9991 
An EEO/AA Employer 
Top 10 Singles 
1. Next "Too Close" (Arista) Last 
Week: No. 5 
2. Backstreet Boys "Everybody" 
(Jive) No. 1 
3. Shania Twain "You're Still The 
One" (Mercury Nashville) No. 2 
4. Public Announcement "Body 
Bumpin' Yippie-Yi Yo" (A&M) No. 
5. Savage Garden "Truly Madly 
Deeply" (Columbia) No. 12 
6. Mya With Special Guest Sisqo 
"It's 	All 	About 	Me" 
(University/Interscope) No. 14 
7. Madonna "Frozen" (Warner) 
No. 7 
8. Xscape "The Aims Of The One 
Who Loves You" (So So 
Def/Columbia) New Entry 
9. K-CI & JoJo "All My Life" 
(MCA) No. 9 
10. Timbland And Magoo 
"Clock 	 Strikes" 
(Blackground/Atlantick) New Entry 
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Soap Updates Sports Quiz by Aaron E. Tucker 
r 
Mr. Retailer: OUR ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE WILL 
FipEpi THIS t'tupoN in accordance with the terms of 
otler . atecl,GOUpon is good only on the brand spec-
ified ancl',ItlyqjOs'proving purchase of sufficient stock to 
cq,yer celAgOust beshoe,upon request. Customer 
rdst pay any sales taxArill.deposits. Cash redemption 
value 1/20 of 1it. Offer good only in areas serviced by 
Mid-Continent Bottlers, 'ihc., 553 North Fairview 
, • , Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55104. Expires 12/31/98 
• 
.sgmeimpaideregisteredkrademarii used under licerise,Ti, 1998 Or Pepper/Seven'INc. 0-7-7  
ALL MY CHILDREN: Erica tried 
to deny her stirred-up feelings about 
Mike, but he continued to pursue her. 
Jack agreed to go to Pigeon Hollow 
for the exhumation of Camille's body. 
Marian spent time at Pine Valley 
Hospital nursing Stuart back to health 
after the elevator crash. Belinda and 
Keith went head-to-head over 
Brooke's trial. Wait To See: Janet 
faces her "wedding day" with Axel. 
ANOTHER WORLD: Donna 
blacked out after the hit-and-run, but 
covered it with Cass. When Amanda 
asked Cameron how Carl would react 
to Rachel's decision about the twins, 
he said that Carl could be compelled 
to kill someone. Lila was hauled off 
for questioning in the hit-and-run. 
Grant required a blood transfusion as 
a result of the car accident. Amanda 
overheard Joe tell Josie that the bullet 
that hit Carl was fired from 
Cameron's gun. Wait To See: Grant's 
life hangs in the balance. 
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Carly 
feared that John would spill all to Hal. 
MICHAEL PARK, 
"JACK," 
"AS THE WORLD TURNS" 
Holden broke down the door at 
WOAK and comforted Lily after the 
broadcast. Lucinda demanded David 
be arrested and then set about getting 
her own revenge. Hal found Carly and 
Jack together and announced Carly's 
pregnancy. Lily's worst nightmare 
came true when David's schemes 
extended to Luke's birthday party. 
Wait To See: Nikki and Andy grow 
closer. 
THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTI-
FUL: Brooke admitted to Bridget that 
she knew Thomas was Ridge's baby 
before they got married. Bridget then 
slapped her and called her a terrible 
mother. Brooke found comfort with 
Ridge who told her he still loves her. 
In a letter, Maggie said she was leav-
ing town because she can't stand to 
see James' downfall at the hands of 
Sheila. James found out the medical 
board was trying to take his license to 
practice medicine away. Taylor turned 
down Stephanie's suggestion she go 
over to Brooke's house to show her 
support for Ridge. Wait To See: 
Bridget moves into high gear against 
Brooke. 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Hope 
was shocked to find Bo at her hotel 
near the bayou. Earl and Wayne 
vowed to protect the mystery woman, 
KRISTIAN ALFONSO, 
"HOPE," 
"DAYS OF OUR LIVES" 
even if it means taking care of Bo and 
Hope. Roman was asked to reopen a 
case he had worked On with Billie in 
Paris. Franco planned his proposal to 
Sarni. Eric told Nicole she would be 
the model for the upcoming Miami 
shoot. Stefano asked Kate to escort 
him to public functions in order for 
him to be accepted into society and 
Kate agreed to think about it. Wait To 
See: Stefano confronts Sami about her 
behavior toward Kate. 
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Jax and 
Jerry rescued Jason and Brenda. 
Learning that Helena had slapped 
Lucky, a furious Bobbie punched her. 
Dara tried to get Justuce to drop his 
suit against Taggert to no avail. Alan 
overdosed and arrived at the drug 
clinic. Felicia told Mac they should 
call off their phony engagement. Wait 
To See: A shocking secret is revealed 
at the Wyndemere ball. 
GUIDING LIGHT: To his horror, 
Hart awoke from a drunken stupor to 
find himself in Dinah's bed. Although 
free to leave jail, Abby delays her 
departure until she and Selenca can 
put their plan against the guard into 
action. Frank confronted Phillip and 
Harley about the missing police file 
on Carl's murder. Reva accused the 
clone of hooking up with Annie. The 
clone responded by telling Reva Josh  
is sure she's dead. Wait To See: 
Dinah pushes her plans about Hart. 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Nora suf-
fered doubts about Bo. Todd's 
vengeance campaign against the 
Buchanans took a new and potentially 
dangerous turn. Rachel dealt with the 
fallout from Georgie's murder. Viki 
decided to take action about Todd, 
who was clearly out of control. Wait 
To See: Sam pushes forward with his 
plans to win Nora. 
PORT CHARLES: Lucy was sus-
picious of Victor's story implicating 
Kevin in the death of Victor's mis-
tress. Dr. May's circuls party in pedi-
atrics came to a gruesome end when 
Eve discovered a murdered Grace. 
Chris' stethoscope turned out to be the 
murder weapon. Garcia was unable to 
locate any incriminatinv evidence 
against Victor at the lighthouse, but 
Kevin later found something he over-
looked that seemed to further impli-
cate Victor. Kevin was thrown out of 
Grace's wake by her father who 
blamed her death on his book. Wait 
To See: Kevin becomes extremely 
alarmed after he learns that Lark is 
missing. 
SUNSET BEACH: Gregory 
caught Annie reading Olivia's old let-
ters and erupted in anger. Realizing 
it's the anniversary of Maria's death, 
Meg went to the warehouse and when 
"Ben" returned, asked him to make 
love to her. Cole hooked up with Gabi 
to continue the investigation into the 
long-ago criminal charge against his 
father for assaulting Gregory. Michael 
didn't believe Vanessa's letter and was 
determined to find her. Meanwhile, 
Vanessa was at Tyus' place. Olivia 
was shocked when the mystery man 
revealed himself to be A.J. Deschanel. 
Wait To See: Bette deals with Eddie's 
death. 
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS: 
Sharon insisted that the only way 
Nick and she could have a future is if 
Cassie is involved. Nikki asked Victor 
to consider Miguel's request to hire 
Veronica as Sarah's replacement, but 
Victor refused. Neil told Malcolm that 
he's falling in love with Vicki. 
Victoria discovered she was pregnant. 
Michael canceled his appointment 
with Diane, explaining that he's in the 
hospital having just donated a kidney 
to a friend. Diane was highly 
impressed. Jack told Diane to go after 
Victor for everything he has since his 
marriage to Nikki was forever. Wait 
To See: Chris gives Michael her deci-
sion. 
© 1998 King Features Synd., Inc 
There are 
no more 
Winonan 
issues 
this year, 
until next 
year... 
■ ■ 
stay tune 
to our next 
issue. 
Top 	Video Rentals  
1. I Know What You Did Last 
Summer starring Jennifer Love 
Hewitt (Columbia TriStar - Rated: R) 
Last Week: No. 1 
2. Boogie Nights MarkWahlberg 
(Warner - R) No. 14 
3. Seven Years In Tibet Brad Pitt 
(Columbia TriStar - PG-13) No. 20 
4. In & Out Kevin Kevin Kline 
(Paramount - PG-13) No. 2 
5. Bean Rowan Atkinson 
(PolyGram - PG-13) No. 4 
6. Mimic Mira Sorvino (Buena 
Vista - R) No. 3 
7. The Peacemaker George 
Clooney (Universal - R) NO. 5 
8. The Devil's Advocate Keanu 
Reeves (Warner - R) No. 8 
9. The Edge Sir Anthony Hopkins 
(FoxVideo - R) No. 9 
10. The Full Monty Robert 
Carlyle (FoxVideo - R) No. 10 
11. Red Corner Richard Gere 
(MGM/UA - R) New Entry 
12. U-Turn Sean Penn (Columbia 
TriStar - R) No. 7 
13. Mortal 	Kombat: 
Annihilitation Robin Shou (Warner -
PG-13) No. 13 
14. Eve's Bayou Samuel L. 
Jackson (Trimark Home Video - R) 
No. 11 
15. Air Force One Harrison Ford 
(Columbia TriStar - R) No. 15 
16. Ulee's Gold Peter Fonda 
(MGM-UA - R) No. 6 
17. G.I. Jane Demi Moore (Buena 
Vista - R) No. 16 
18. The Ice Storm Kevin Kline 
(FoxVideo - R) New Entry 
19. Kiss The Girls Morgan 
Freeman (Paramount - R) New Entry 
20. The Game Michael Douglas 
(PolyGram - R) No. 22 
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Summer in Chicago Child 
care and light housekeeping 
for suburban Chicago families. 
Must be a responsible, loving, 
non-smoking person. Call 
Northfield Nannies 847-501-
5354. 
Waitstaff Wanted 
The Hot Fish Shop is hiring 
cocktail waitstaff. Please stop 
in and pick up an application. 
Student Reps Needed Now! 
Earn Up to $300 per week with 
PT promo work on campus. 
No experience, will train. 
(800) 592-2121 x118 
Come aboard Mississippi 
Riverboats this summer! Boat, 
Office & Photo crew needed 
for passenger vessels in St. 
Paul & Mpls. Full time sea-
sonal positions available APR 
thru OCT; variety of hours. 
Start $7.00/hr. Padelford 
Packet Boat Co., Harriet 
Island, St. Paul MN 55107. 
227-1100 or 800-543-3908. 
1. Name the owner of the Houston 
Astros. 
2. How did the Atlanta Braves 
acquire superstar pitcher and former 
Cy Young Award Winner John Smoltz 
on August 12, 1987? 
3. What is Chicago White Sox 
slugger Frank Thomas' nickname? 
4. When he was a minor league 
player, what was current Florida 
Marlin manager Jim Leyland's posi-
tion on the field? 
5. Name the only two Houston 
Astros still intact after Yogi Berra left 
the organization and retired as a 
coach. 
6. During his major league career 
(only 49 games) current Minnesota 
Twin manager Tom Kelly hit only 
one lifetime home run. Name the 
pitcher who enabled that to happen. 
7. Can you name the last Los 
Angeles Dodger to lead the league in 
batting average for a single season? 
8. Name the last American League 
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) 
You'll have to put your foot down 
when it comes to a co-worker's inter-
ruptions early in the week. Later, eth-
ical questions arise in connection 
with monetary dealings. Some plans 
should be revised. 
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) 
Business doesn't mix with pleasure in 
general this week. For one thing, the 
other party is not ready to lay his or 
her cards on the table. Be aware of 
legalities regarding real estate mat-
ters. 
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) 
Concentration on the job is difficult 
to achieve, but your enthusiasm 
knows no bounds about upcoming 
family plans. Luck comes from afar 
over the weekend. 
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) 
Plans involving visitors or travel are 
subject to change, but there is a secret 
matter that you are happy about. This 
week, you work best from behind the 
scenes. 
LEO (July 23 to August 22) A 
problem from last week still concerns 
you, but it doesn't seem as important. 
There are happy developments in the 
realm of partnerships and love. 
Celebrate at home over the weekend. 
VIRGO (August 23 to September 
22) There are still some chores you 
must tend to at home. Although 
you're good with details in general, 
you're just not in the mood to tackle 
them. Social life is iffy at best this 
weekend. 
LIBRA (September 23 to October 
22) Think twice before lending that 
treasured possession to someone you 
hardly know. Social obligations take 
priority later in the week. What a 
lovely time it is for meeting with an 
old friend! 
SCORPIO (October 23 to 
Minnesota Elks Youth Camp 
near Brainerd needs cabin 
counselors, craft specialist, 
water front people, naturalist, 
fishing specialist, music 
leader, camp nurse. June 10-
August 10, good pay eoe 507-
373-6002. 
Customer Service 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
HEADQUARTERS AT 
NATIONAL CAR RENTAL 
The busiest time of the Year! 
Are you looking for an excep-
tional job that is both unique 
and varied. At National Car 
Rental, a global industry 
leader, you'll have the chance 
to work with a vareity of peo-
ple, handle an array of assign-
ments and interact with a 
diverse blend of clients. 
Reservation Representatives 
$8.25-$8.75/HR Plus incen-
tives. The total is up to you!  
franchise to have three consecutive 
Rookie of the Year winners. 
9. Name the National League play-
er who holds the record for the most 
home runs in a single season. 
10. Name the first World Series 
winner ever in 1903. 
Sports Quiz Answers 
1. Drayton McLane; 2. They dealt 
aging pitcher Doyle Alexander to 
Detroit - one of the Tigers' worst 
trades ever; 3. "The Big Hurt"; 4. 
Jimmy was a catcher in the Tigers' 
minor league system; 5. Jeff Bagwell 
and Craig Biggio; 6. Vern Ruhle of 
the Detroit Tigers; 7. In 1963, Tommy 
Davis hit .326; 8. The Oakland A's 
(Jose Canseco in 1986, Mark 
McGwire in 1987, and Walt Weiss in 
1988); 9. In 1930, Hack Wilson of 
Chicago had 56 for Chicago; 10. The 
Boston Red Sox beat the Pittsburgh 
Pirates 5 games to 3 
© 1998 King Features Synd.. Inc. 
November 21) New career ideas are 
bold and innovative, but it's too soon 
to implement them. The accent 
switches to social life later in the 
week. Enjoy yourself as you gad 
about town. 
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to 
December 21) A surprising invitation 
comes your way. Friendship is 
accented, but you could become 
somewhat touchy about a financial 
situation. During the weekend, the 
emphasis is on quiet solitude. 
CAPRICORN (December 22 to 
January 19) A problem could arise in 
romance, but you can solve it. Things 
should begin and end on a happy 
note. Family interests take prece-
dence over the weekend. 
AQUARIUS (January 20 to 
February 18) You seem somewhat 
distracted as the week begins. Don't 
be surprised if a partner steps in to set 
things right. Easily slighted or 
ignored, you're not at your best in 
dealings with others. 
PISCES (February 19 to March 
20) Neither abandon your principles 
nor be too strict in their name. Make 
your own decisions. Study and 
research are priorities this weekend. 
© 1998 King Features Synd., Inc. 
Top 10 Movies 
-41P • Ai. for 
Mr, 
L 4i 4,44), 	47"' 
1. The Big Hit starring Lou 
Diamond Philips 
2. City of Angels Nicolas Cage 
3. Titanic Leonardo 'DiCaprio 
4. Lost In Space Matt LeBlanc 
5. The Object of My Affection 
Jennifer Aniston 
6. The Players Club LisaRaye 
7. The Odd Couple II Jack 
Lemmon 
8. Paulie Cheech Mann 
.9. Scream 2 Courteney Cox 
10. Mercury Rising Bruce Willis 
© 1998 King Features Synd., Inc. 
MANUFACTURERS' COUPON 
EXPIRES: DECEMBER 31, 1998 
"I hate fast food!" 
4 
Your Horoscope by Natasha 
Word Processor for sale. 
Like brand new. $45 or best 
offer. Call Tanya for details 
457-0351. 
FOR SALE 3.2 cubic sq. ft. 
refrigerator. 3 yrs old, great 
condition. Only $50. Call 
Christine at 454-6497. 
Missing zip up portable CD 
case that contained 20-30 
CDs. Some of the CDs were 
New Order, Joy Division, 
Blondie, and Cabarat Voltaire. 
An award will be offered. Call 
454-7284. 
WANT TO SELL the 4-pc 
Crystal Ball CD set of "The 
Artist." Opened but never 
used. Paid $40, but asking 
$30. Call Lea at 3-1986 or 4-
5801. 
Mini-storage for rent. Many 
sizes available in Winona and 
LaCrosse. 1-888-430-5225 
